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"I refuse to allow the extremist of the right to
pre-empt the term 'patriot,9 and I refuse to alloiv their fanatic distortions to define for me
what that word means" — Stan Kaplan
mKm

"In all of us there is a love of
country that makes it hurt to
fight our government, especial'
ly in time of War"- David Schoenbrun

"All we are saying is give
peace a chance?—Song

"Throughout the songs and poems that are outstanding war works, there is a thread of almost
religious pain and conviction" —AlbertHolt
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"I would like to view this Moratorium day not so much as a protest
but as an affirmation — an affirmation and renewal of the ideals and
aspirations which have made this nation the symbol of man's highest
hopes — ideals and aspirations which too long have been obscured by
this unfortunate war. I hope it is not simply a call for an end to this
war, but a call for a new beginning for this nation, with a new set of priorities"
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Stock Market Is
Subject Of Talk

Sammon Attacks Laws
By JIM FORTH
Staff Writer
A lawsuit against the state
of South Carolina and the city
of Myrtle Beach filed by a former Clemson student will be
reviewed during the fall term
of
the
South
Carolina
Supreme Court.
Gerard Sammon, a former
sophomore architecture major, will challenge the constitutionality of the vagrancy
laws in South Carolina
through the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU).
Sammon filed his case with
the ACLU after the spring
break last April. Sammon,
following his arrest on U.S.

17 in Myrtle Beach for
vagrancy, had stated his case
to a local attorney, who said
that he "was probably arrested because of long hair."

Jack McQuinn, an attorney
affiliated with the ACLU, is
handling Sammon's case
along with a number of similar cases involving the vagrancy laws, loafing and loitering, and disorderly conduct
laws in South Carolina.
"These laws date back to
the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries," said McQuinn,

Proud Mark of a Well-loved Lady

"and have
dated."

never been up-

One client of McQuinn'swas
arrested because of the type of
eyeglasses he was wearing.
"These laws are punishing
a status rather than a crime,"
said McQuinn. "A frontal assault is currently being waged
on all laws of this type which
pollute the fountain of justice
because they are sloppy," according to McQuinn.
The judges in the county
courts which handle such cases are at a disadvantage because they are elected rather
than appointed, said McQuinn. The judges must contend with a "two-edged sword"
which concerns the passions
of the public.
Another problem with such
cases is the court system, said
McQuinn. A case which is won
in a lower court cannot be appealed to a higher or Supreme
Court.
"The state would, then, let us
win the decision to keep the
appeal from the Supreme
Court," said McQuinn.
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In the Sammon case McQuinn was told by the Attorney General that the federal
court with a panel of three
judges will have jurisdiction
but that the case will be tried
by the South Carolina Supreme Court.
"It doesn't make much
sense," said McQuinn.
"My first responsibility is
to my client," said McQuinn,
"and I cannot put the Sammon

The Myrtle Beach ordinance
defines asavagrant,"anyperson wandering from place to
place without any known residence of residing in any city
without visible means of support. "
Another definition, under
the state statutes, describes a
vagrant as "a person who
leads an idle and disorderly
life or persons presenting publicly for gain or reward, without being fully licensed, any
play, comedy, tragedy, interlude, farce, or other entertainment of the state or a part of it.
McQuinn said that if such
medieval laws are kept, invasion of the freedom of speech
and due process of law will
continue. Laws must be kept
a "matter of law and not of
private judgment," he said.

By PHIL WALKLET
Staff Writer
Subsurface
investigations
are underway on the site west
of Sirrine Hallfor West Campus Residence Hall.
The new residence hall will
be built to compete with the
annual increase in the number of students attending
Clemson.
Many students have been
informed through rumors that
the residence hall will be used
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Young Republican President Dennis Moore mans the
table in Wednesday's cold and rain for Vietnam Mail CalL
The project's purpose was to boost morale of American soldiers in Vietnam by sending cards and letters. Moore said
he was pleased with the response, especially from "ordinary"
students.

Residence Hall Planned
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By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer

case aside to crusade for a
change in law. But if any
case loses, an appeal will be
brought to the Supreme Court
for a decision."

as an athletic dorm similar
to those existing at Alabama
and USC.
According to Henry Hill,
Director of Auxiliary Enterprises, these rumors have no
justification. "The Residence
Hall, whenever and wherever
it is built, will be used to meet
the demands for increased enrollment.
However, as to
whether the hall will be used as
an athletic dorm is not a fact
but is a possibility. How the
hall will be used is left up to
the administration."
Hill also brought up another fact concerning the future of the new residence hall.
He said, "another problem
we have is the lack of sufficient funds."
According to Hill, the University cannot borrow money
because at the present South
Carolina loan interest rates,
of seven per cent, the interest
alone would be extremely
high. "This lack of funds will

slow the initial construction of
the residence hall considerably, "he said.
Coach Frank Howard, ath-(
letic director, also commented
on the dorm. He said, "Iknow
that there are plans underway
for a new West Campus residence hall, but if it is going to
be used as an athletic dorm
I haven't heard about it. We
do, however, want a dorm
for our athletes and will get
one as soon as the funds are
available."
Howard also stated that besides the new dorm, there are
plans being discussed for a
swimming pool and office
building near the dorm, and
the renovation of the old Field
House. "How soon these are
built will depend again on the
finances," Howard said.
The tentative plans for this
dormitory had called for it to
be ready for occupancy by the
fall semester of 1971.

BEAT THE DEACS!

Dr. Lawrence Fisher, professor of finance at the University of Chicago graduate
school of business, spoke at
a public lecture in Sirrine Hall
auditorium Wednesday night.
Fisher is a well-known authority on the probability and
frequency of gain in the stock
market and has just completed a massive project on the
variability of rates of return,
based on actual rates of return from the 1926 to 1965
period.
His research is conducted at
the University of Chicago's
Center for Research in Security Prices, where he is associate director.
Fisher's two topics of the
evening, based on his project,
were the randomness of the
stock market and the variability of rates or return.
He said that "prices on the
market move as if they were
taking a random, or drunkard's walk."
He explained that "a random walk simply says that
somebody starts out at one
point and has to take step
after step even though he
doesn't remember which way
he took his last step."

Fisher said that whether the
stock market goes up or down
is independent of whether it
went up or down the previous
day.
He then discussed the relationship between the random
walk and the activities and
new developments of the companies.
"If the process were purely
random," he said, "and had
nothing to do with reality,
then it would have no relation to company earnings."
Fisher spoke about his findings on the rates of return
over a period of 40 years of
stock market activity. He discussed the chances and probable earnings of an invested
dollar. For example, a dollar
invested in IBM in 1926 would
have brought $1715 in returns by 1965, but the chances for random investment in
IBM were 1 in 510.
During the question and answer period which followed, he
said that "chances for a large
decline in the market over a
short period of time are small.
The market is down now because interest rates are high."
The lecture was sponsored
by the School of Industrial
Management which conducts
a public lecture once a year.

Girls TQ Organize

Affiliate Of APO
By PAT WAYNE
Staff Writer
A meeting to form a coed
affiliate of Alpha Phi Omega,
a national service fraternity,
was held Monday night.
According to Rich Dorey,
the girls will be able to help
APO expand its services. He
hopes that the new sorority
will help sell coffee at the
Homecoming game and sell
candy at the weekly Friday
night movie which is sponsored by APO.
Gamma Sigma Sigma will
be able to help expand the
infirmary service to girls. This
service includes getting books,
delivering messages, and getting assignments for girls in
the infirmary.
The girls will also be able
to help with the exchange
bookstore APO is planning to
establish and in the United

Fund drive.
Rick Oborne, president of
APO, said there has been an
interest in starting a chapter
of GSS on the Clemson campus for several years. He hopes
a chapter will be started this
semester.
When asked if GSS was
going to be run by APO,
Oborne replied, "It is going
to be a function unto itself
and as a parallel of APO."
According to Oborne, the
girls who attended the meeting Monday night and those
who attend subsequent meetings will be charter members.
The first step, Oborne said,
is to hold a meeting to elect
officers and draw up a constitution. This constitution will
have to be approved by Student Government before GSS
can be recognized as an organization on campus.
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one of the most diversified companies
in the world.
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Norton discusses a change in
Ihe administration building's current name. See Peacemeal on page
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The Beatles
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then read opposing reviews on
page 6.
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First Moratorium Concluded,
Attempt At Disruption Fails
By RANDAL ASHLEY
Executive News Editor

In Memory Of 40,000 Dead

It was evident at midnight Tuesday that
the majority of Clemson students did not
support the Vietnam Moratorium.
As Moratorium participants on some
campuses across the nation met organized
resistance from the Young Americans For
Freedom, a mob of about 400 hecklers
lined the path of the candlelight procession
that opened the Clemson observance.
Members of a mob wearing red, white
and blue armbands sang "Dixie," displayed
signs reading "Peace Through Victory,"
and challenged Moratorium participants,
"What's that (black armband) for?"
The appearance of Vice President for
Student Affairs Walter T. Cox on the loggia
where the march began probably averted
any major violence.
Cox affirmed to the crowd that the Moratorium Committee had acquired University
permission to hold a non-violent protest of
the Vietnam War.
"I would ask all of you to dispurse.
This is defeating the purpose of free assembly," Cox said.
Members from the crowd shouted, "Do
you think this (the Moratorium) is necessary?"
"This is not the question," Cox replied.
"They have the right to puruse their belief."
Cox then opened Brackett Hall auditorium
to the anti-Moratorium group "to discuss
(their) views on the war."
Few of the faction went to Brackett Hall,
however. Most remained to heckle the
marchers. Many lined the fringes of the
amphitheatre and remained for about an
hour and a half.
Obsentities and Clemson cheers greeted
the reading of a list of the war dead.

About three participants were hit with
eggs, one girl was struck in the head by a
rock, and a cherry bomb exploded about
two feet behind one participant's head.
Some of the opposing faction vandalized
a truck belonging to a Moratorium participant; letting the air out of the tires, throwing
eggs inside and breaking a signal light.
The Moratorium was not disrupted by
anv of these actions.
The reading of the list of war dead continued for 13 hours, interrupted only when
the group was forced to move to Tillman
Hall auditorium because of rain.
The group of about 300 that began the
Moratorium in the amphitheatre faded to
about 50 by 5 a.m., but the crowd reached
a peak of about 500 during activities
Wednesday.
Activities Wednesday afternoon and night
centered on speakers, panel discussions,
anti-war poetry and folk and rock music.
Stan Kaplin, North Carolina Campaign
Coordinator for the 1968presidentialcampaign of the late Robert F. Kennedy, began the dialogue by telling the assembly

that he held "the conviction that we have,
made a mistake and every day which passes with our continued presence there compounds the mistake."
consistency in saying that I believe we
ought to get out of Vietnam — that in fact
we should already have gotten out of
Vietnam."
"If there is any such thing as a 'superpatriot' I hope that I am one," Kaplin
said. "Yet, I find no contradiction or inHe defended the U.S. government as "by
far the best beginning mankind has ever
made" and said those who might make
heroes of the Viet Cong were entertaining
"naive and foolish romantic notions."
Kaplin said his findings indicated that
the South Vietnamese regime was corrupt
and unsupported by the people.
"I hear someone talk of victory, and I
wonder how there can be a victory. The
only victory for this nation will be a victory of reason over madness.
"Some say that we must persist in this
misguided effort so that those who have
died will not have died in vain.
"1 believe they will have died in vain
only if we refuse to acknowledge and
accept the lessons of this tragic era in our

Staff Writer
Student
Body President
Danny Hunt announced plans
this week for a boycott of the
West Campus canteen to take
place Oct. 22.
Hunt said that the boycott
was not aimed specifically at
the West Campus canteen, but
instead at the Executive Council's recent decision denying
the Department of Services'

permission to open a studentoperated canteen in the basement of Lever Hall.
"The students have proven
themselves capable of running
organizations which handle
large amounts of money," he
said. He cited TAPS, The Tiger
and CDA as examples.
Hunt submitted a resolution
to Student Senate Monday
night seeking that body's support of the canteen. The Senate

Senate Backs Hunt
In Boycott Move
By BOB THOMPSON
Staff Writer
Student Senate passed a
resolution Monday night calling for an Oct. 22 boycott of
the West Campus canteen.
Presented for Student Body
President Danny Hunt by Sen.
Senator Andy Cochet, the
resolution protested the recent
decision by the University's
Executive Council which forbade the Department of Services the right to establish a
student-operated canteen in
the basement of Lever Hall.
Hunt's action apparently
stemmed from a proposed
boycott announced Wednesday by a group of 42 students.
In the resolution, Hunt asked the senators to refuse to
buy anything from the canteen
and to also urge students on
their individual halls to support the canteen boycott.
Jr. Senator Bill Evans proposed an amendment to the
original resolution which suggested an indefinite suspension of th<. boycott. However,
the amendment failed.
Soph. Senators Charlotte
Sotille, George Pappas, and
Mike Sloan presented a bill
and an amendment to the Student Body Constitution to provide for a Financial Appropriations Board. Sotille, Pappas, and Sloan had earlier
been appointed by Senate
President Jim Foster to conceive a plan for the use of
profits realized by the Department of Services' refrigerator
sales.
As proposed by the committee, the board would be
allowed to act on all appropriations of student government funds, except those in
the direct jurisdiction of the De- partment of Services.
In other action Monday
night, Sen. Senator Sharon
Manley, chairman of the Academic Affairs Committee, presented four resolutions concerning graduation.
In the first resolution, she
proposed that only two grad-

uation exercises be held, one
in May and one in December.
" The resolution passed.
Manley also presented a
resolution that would eliminate mandatory attendance.
This resolution also passed.

voted to support the proposed
boycott.
A group of 42 students had
earlier voiced their intentions
of starting a boycott. In addition to the Executive Council's
decision, the group protested
the quality of food served in
the Johnstone Hall canteen
and the profits realized by
that operation.
The students had originally
planned to start a boycott on
Oct. 15, but decided instead to
delay their action to enable
Hunt to coordinate the movement.
Hunt said, "This will be a
one-day boycott. We feel that
we can accomplish more that
way than with an extended
one."
Bill Pearson, a spokesman
for the initial group of 42
students said, "The boycott
officially starts the 22nd, but
unofficiallv individual stu-

Hunt said, "Studentgovernment decided that action must
be taken to uphold 'student
rights' "'.
An organizational meeting
for the boycott will be held
Sunday at 9 p.m. in the Student Government Room on
the eighth level of Johnstone
Hall. Hunt asked the attendance of all students who wish
to participate in the boycott.

Cromer Sought By Police
After Clemson Robbery
A lone fe unman robbed the
Clemson branch of the South
Carolina National Bank
about noon Tuesday with
over $3,000 in cash.
Roland Trent, head of the
Columbia FBI office, said a
warrant was issued for twentyeight year- old John Schwartz
Cromer of Baily Courts
Apartments in Anderson, and
according to Trent, Cromer
is to be considered "armed
and dangerous."
Trent said the gunman was
wearing a gray sweatshirt,
trousers, and dark-rimmed
glasses. The gunman was described by witnesses as being
about five feet, ten inches tall,
weighing about 190 pounds,
and having dark hair and
eyes. His age was estimated
at 30.
Trent also said an alert is
out for Cromer in various
south-eastern states. He said
the federal warrant was issued
after investigation by the FBI,
Clemson and Anderson city
police, Pickens and Anderson
county officers, and State Law
Enforcement officers.
Tuesday's robbery was the
second for the bank in three
months. On Aug. 19, a lone
gunman escaped with $7,600.
No warrants have been issued
in connection with this robbery.
"We were ready for him this
time," said J. E. Earle, senior
officer of the bank. A teller
reportedly pushed a button
alerting police. "Police were
coming in the door as he was
trying to go out."
However, several onlookers
who arrived some fifteen min-

utes after the holdup reported
that the majority of the policemen did not arrive until five
or ten minutes afterward.
Earle said he is convinced
it was the same man in both
robberies.
The robber was ''nervous
and lost his cool this time,"
reported Earle. He said he
followed the man in a highspeed chase down Clemson's
main street, but lost himwhen
he turned toward Anderson
on U.S. 76.

Earle did manage to get
the license number of the yellow 1969 model auto before
the robber escaped him. The
car was found later in Anderson.
Jo Karen Busch, a Clemson
University sophomore who
was in the bank at the time
of the robbery, said the gunman did not actually threaten
anyone, but he did say, "If I
have any trouble, I'll have to
take somebody with me."

Dr. John Cashin, chairman of the National Democratic Party of Alabama who
organized black election victories in Green
County, was the final speaker.
He spoke of how the Vietnam Moratorium
was doing what the New Democratic Coalition is doing, "making the electoral system
work-"
"There is no point in reiterating things
that have been said already," Cashin said.
"The black and white youth of the South
must make the democratic process work.
"If it does not succeed, then revolution
is next. That is why I am so dedicated to
solving problems in Alabama."

He said blacks and poor whites in Alabama were beginning to form a coalition to
defeat "a common oppressor."

dents are already engaged in
boycotting."
Student senators will be asked to pass but "position
papers" which will explain to
the students the reasoning behind the move by student government to boycott the canteen. Also, the senators will
be asked to talk to individuals
on their respective halls about
the usefullness of a boycott

Six members of the political science,
history, environmental science engineering, and economics departments then discussed how the U.S. became involved in
the war, the anti-war movement, and other
facets of the U.S. involvement.

Cashin added, "we had a reason for
World War II, and we had some reason
for the Korean War, but there is nothing
to justify the wealth and youth spent propping up a corrupt government in South
Vietnam."
Cashin also commented on politics of
the South saying that northern industrialists use racist politicians to gain a foot-hold
on the cheap labor of the South.

Hunt Announces Canteen Boycott
By REGGIE HARPER

history — only if we continue to send others
to die in a cause which is vain," Kaplin
said.
He went on to comment that students
should "refuse to incite violence" and work
to "revitalize" the governmental system
to prevent future Vietnams.
Folk singing followed Kaplin's speech
and several students and members of the
English faculty read anti-war poetry.

Schoenbrun Makes A Point
Speaker David Schoenbrun, who launched the Clemson Vietnam Moratorium, emphasizes a point to students who thronged around him outside Tillman auditorium Tuesday night. Schoenbrun endorsed the moratorium and
attacked present policy in "this stupid war."

The Moratorium ended with a candlelight procession back to the amphitheatre
singing "All we are saying is give peace a
chance."
A group of about 400 people; students,
faculty and some townspeople, gathered
on the stage of the amphitheatre. The
Moratorium closed with the singing of
"We Shall Overcome" and a prayer for
peace.
Campus Coordinator Mike Sloan said
he was well pleased with the Moratorium.
"Our purpose was to aid in a nationwide movement to end the war. We have
made that contribution," Sloan said.

Schoenbrun Calls For
Immediate Withdrawal
By JIM FORTH
Staff Writer
" In all of us there is a love
of country that hurts us to
fight our government, especially in time of war," said
Dr. David Schoenbrun at Tillman Hall Tuesday night.
Schoenbrun, an internationally-known journalist and historian, delivered an ardent appeal in favor of a military
withdrawal from Vietnam. He
based his argument on historical facts, documents, and20
years of personal experience
with the problems surrounding Vietnam and Southeast
Asia.
"Some questions must be
answered by all of us," said

Schoenbrun in reference to the
Vietnam dilemma. "How did
we get in? With what national
interest at stake?"
After citing an impressive
personal military record,
Schoenbrun said, "I love my
country enough to stand up
and say you are wrong. Dissent is the essence of democracy."
The audience was asked to
acknowledge themselves if
they had read any of the documents which molded the U.S.
stand in Vietnam such as
SEATO treaty, the Geneva
Convention agreement, or the
Gulf of Tokin resolution. Few
of the audience had read any
of the documents.
The history of Ho ChiMinh

was given in detail from his
beginnings, including the support he received from the U.S.
Schoenbrun then traced Ho's
decline in popularity with the
U.S., resulting from his association with China. Schoenbrun pointed out that Ho had
originally sought aidfromthe
U.S., but was declined.
On the other hand, said
Schoenbrun, we are supporting a military dictatorship in
Greece. He added, "We gave
Tito (Head of the Yugoslavian government) a billion dollars in aid after he split with
the Soviet Union." Schoenbrun concluded, "this proves
that it is not an ideological
conflict but a simply power
struggle between the USSR
and ourselves."

Red, White, Blue Seeks
Peace Through Victory
By TOM PRIDDY
Staff Writer
A group inform ally called
the Red, White, and Blue was
formed by Ray Sistare, Bob
Owen, Bill Austell, and Keith
Fennell, all of whom share a
common view on the war, as a
retaliatory move to the Vietnam Moratorium.
They say they are not totally against the Vietnam Moratorium because both groups
share the common goal of
peace in Vietnam.
"The Red, White, and Blue
never stood pro-Nixon, antihippie, or anything like that,
Alert Clemson policemen try to determine what hap- and never intended to," they
pened as the local branch of the S. C. National Bank was say. "We want peace, but we
don't want it at any price."
robbed for the second time in three months.

Not Again!

Their basic stand is for truth
in government. "We stand for
the American way of truth in
government, and we want a
return to the American principle of freedom for all who
want it."
Whereas the Vietnam Moratorium stands for immediate
withdrawal of our troops
from Vietnam, the Red, White,
and Blue makes certain provisions about the conditions
of withdrawal.
Sistare, speaking for the
group, says, "we pulled outin
World War II after we won,
and that's thewaywe'regoing
to do it in Vietnam. We want
to pull out decently."
"The Moratorium says that
we should get out of Vietnam

and not win," he says. "We
don't want to see murder any
more than they do, but we do
believe we have a purpose for
being there."
The group feels that the
United States' involvement
may have been a mistake, but
they feel that now we are deeply committed to protecting the
Vietnamese people instead of
backing out completely.
In any event, the Red, White,
and Blue feels that a lot has
been accomplished by both
sides getting together to talk
over the situation, according
to Sistare.
"It helps to talk," he says.
"We're glad the students aren't
apathetic."

Schoenbrun drew an analogy between the 5 00,000 Americans in South Vietnam and a
hypothetical situation where
500,000 Chinesewouldbestationed in Mexico." Is there any
reason why the Chinese
shouldn't support North Vietnam?" he stated.
Castro's regime 90 miles
away from our shore is being
ignored, said Schoenbrun,
while we fight Ho Chi Minh
10,000 miles from here.
The speaker pointed out
three major steps in the involvement of the U.S. in Vietnam.
The first was the decision
on the part of the U.S. government with France to join
the NATO Organization.
Secondly, the Haiphong
Massacre where at least6,000
civilians were killed by a
French Expeditionary Force.
Third was the U.S. involvement in Vietnam when the
French left the country after
the North Vietnamese victory
at Dien Bien Phu.
During the question and answer period, a student posed a
question concerning the possibility of a communist-directed "blood bath" if the U. S.
withdrew and left the South
Vietnamese people.
Schoenbrun replied, "So far
in the war we have killed over
one million Vietnamese. How
could anything be any worse?
The Viet Cong need the
civilians. I want to see American blood stop flowing."
Concerning the Vietnam
Moratorium, Schoenbrun observed, "Moratorium day is
not a campus caper; it is serious business.
"I would be willing to fight
and die in a war consistent
with American principles,"
said Schoenbrun, "but never
again should we commit ourselves through non-constitutional means."
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A Few Rotten Apples?
By DICK HARPOOTLIAN
Associate Editor

or even be trusted to act like
adults while in the lab.

When some friends of mine
and I read the rules posted
outside the Language Laboratory we almost threw up.

The rules stated that no
"horseplay" would be tolerated. It also said that those
who didn't take advantage of
their time wisely would be
reported to their professors
and this would be considered
when grade time came around.
This is a threat and can-

We were indignant because the
list of rules didn't insuinuate
but rather boldly proclaimed
that students couldn't behave

Boycott
The issue of the student-managed canteen on East Campus is far
from reconciled. Student Body
President Danny Hunt engineered
a resolution passed by the Student
Senate this week calling for a oneday boycott of the present canteen
on Oct. 22.
The resolution supports the petition begun last week by 42 signers
calling for a general canteen boycott and urges student senators to
canvass the dormitories for support
of the movement.
Hunt feels that the University
Executive Council used unjustified
reasoning in vetoing Department of
Services Secretary Terry Clyne's
request for the canteen.
This has been one of student government's more active years in
campus issues, and the canteen boycott is the strongest measure student officers have taken in dealing
with administrative recalcitrance.
The major obstacle facing the
boycott is that so many students

not be construed as anything
else. The natural response of
students is indignation when
they are told they are immature and not old enough to
decide how they pursue their
academic careers.

Research of the situation revealed, though, that it wasn't
what it appeared to be and
what seemed to be mistrust
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have engrained in their daily routine eating lunch only in the canteen. These students do not possess cafeteria meal cards, and Dan's
is a long walk for an hour lunch
break.
Student senators and executive
officers must work diligently and
persuasively to make the boycott a
success. Mere newspaper and radio publicity is not enough. Students must be solicited in the immediate vicinity of the canteen on boycott days.
A one-day boycott will accomplish little in terms of financial loss
for the canteen, but an act of symbolic protest may be enough to convince the administration of their
mistake.
If Clemson students want to redress a grave insult to their maturity and competence, they should
change their lunch routine for one
day on Oct. 22 and boycott the West
Campus canteen. It is the only remaining alternative.

£IVJCU FRIES
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The story was picked up by the
national press services, apparently
because they felt the decision controversial or at any rate significant.
The campus reaction, however, was
nebulous at best.
We suspect that most students
who read the story shrugged their
shoulders and said, "It figures." We
feel sure that few saw any validity
in the only reason the administration was willing to offer.
The administration, in the guise
of Dean Walter Cox, stated that, "It
is our opinion that visitation should
be limited to the public areas of the
dormitories. The design and arrangement of our dormitories do
not lend themselves to such a program without infringement on the
rights of roommates."
To our knowledge, this is the first
instance in which the executive officers have shown such concern for
the rights of roommates. And it
must be remembered that any male
guest who now wishes to visit men's

dormitory room may do so. Roommates solve any problems arising
from such visits among themselves.
The same is true in the women's
dorms.
It becomes apparent then that
the administrative officials made
their ruling not on the basis of
roommate rights, but rather on the
basis of sex, which is never once
mentioned in their decision.
Once again the administration
has chosen to view its university
students as children not to be trusted in a room which contains both a
bed and a member of the opposite
sex.
We do not doubt that dormitory
visits will in some cases produce
the sexual activities which the officers envision. We do doubt, however, the validity of their position
as moral guardians. It strikes us
that the moral decisions could well
be entrusted to the young men and
women involved.
And the executive officials might
do well to remember that students
do not need dormitory rooms in
which to commit immoral acts—the
back seats of cars have become
rather traditional. But the back
seats of cars are horrible places to
visit.

I can only suggest that in
future endeavors of this nature, it would be wise for Mr.
Gillette to try using logical
reasoning and factual information to back up his statements.
I'm sorry, Mr. Gillette, for
so stupidly thinking that I was
a slave to the ROTC system.
I just must not have understood that the ROTC department is telling me what to do
for my own good. I just didn't
realize that it is necessary for
me to sacrifice my personal
freedom so that the military
could remain as a "bulwark
between freedom and other
forms of government (Communism)." Please forgive me
for being so individualistically oriented.
I do not have anything
against a voluntary ROTC
program, and indeed, I think
this will be a good and necessary aspect of the university.
Personally, however, I would
rather have no part of ROTC,
and I think lean survive with-

out the sharpness of appearance which is so "desirable in
both military and civilian life."
Cadet Gregory, Marx P.

Sport

year, scraping through to 6-4
or 5-5 seasons, while other
schools consider winning a
tradition and 6-4 seasons
disastrous?

Dear Sir,
The Brussels Chamber Orchestra
Played Littlejohn's Colosseum,
Our sublime cultural Arena,
Some five hundred came to
see 'um.

The Tiger has recently criticized the athletic department,
using the phrase "a question
of priorities." That is exactly
the question — and I say the
"priority" should be WINNING, not breaking even or
hauling in money.

Rangy Telemann on the
boards
And Flick Vivaldi from midcourt,
Maurices's boys they ripped
the cords.
Tiger fans ne'er saw such
sport.
S. Eisiminger
English Dept.
P. S. Who'd have guessed;
they left their game plan in
Amsterdam.

There seems to be a lack of
desire on the part of the coaching staff; there is no evident
ambition to be the best—Coach
Howard's statement in the first
Tiger of this year, "We'll do
all right," sums it up. The
point is, Coach Howard seems
to be content to "do all right."

Loss
Dear Sir,
This Saturday I was subjected to one of the worst spectacles of total collapse in football that I have ever seen, or
ever hope to see. I am speaking, of course, of the 51-0
debacle at Auburn.
Through that dismal afternoon, one question kept recurring: why on earth are we
crushed several times each

Howard seems to have failed to realize that Clemson is
now a major university and
is past due for entrance into
the ranks of big-time football.
With the huge sums of money
and almost fantical alumni
and student support that
Clemson football enjoys, we
should be fielding teams equal
to, or superior to, the, SEC
clubs that annually demolish
us. We should be able to recruit — and develop —football
players equal to anyone. It is
obvious that we're not. Why?
My opinion is that the Athletic Department has become

It seems that this small minority took advantage of a difficult situation the Language
Department found itself in.
• According to Language
Laboratory Director William
Durham, the lab is in the process of being furnished although it was scheduled for
completion by a contracting
company last August. Since
the lab is not finished students
have to sit in regular chairs
with the wireless box in their
iaps. With no partitions to aid
in muffling the sound of the
person next to the student,
it becomes a burden to accomplish anything.

The moral of this story
could be that there is a few
rotten apples in every barrel,
but I think there is a better
one. It's that as long as students allow other students to
act immaturely, then they will
have to face the same consequences as their childish
friends.
When immature students
acted like spoiled children

Tuesday night; as they shouted obscenities at those students
who were peaceably participating in the moratorium,
other students who were in
neither group stood by. Administrators had to move in
and put the quietus on the kids.
Students continue to let other
students break windows in the
dormitories while they feel its
none of their business to interfere. Action such as this is
only more administrative ammunition for justifying stringent control of student activities.
When a cherry bomb exploded inches away from a
student's head at the moratorium's silent vigil, none of
the students standing at the
top of the hill knew who did
it. Someone saw it done;
someone who was just a bystander knows who did it but
will not reveal the facts. The
result is that the same disgust
shown by the language department will unjustifiably be
shown by the administration
when they deal with the students.
Immature behavior by a
minority of students will surely be used by the administration as an issue when they
deal with student demands.
It was the Canteen last week,
it will be something else tomorrow. Student demands
will be realized when they
censure the minority of their
peers who give the administration reasons to refuse students the things they deserve
so much.

Moby Dick is the true
Prince of Whales.

/ support the canteen boycott - in principle,
OPINION

Pollster's Personal Views
OnThe Crapulent Majority
By BOB THOMPSON
Staff Writer
Being a freshman, I have
only had six weeks or so to
observe the people in this university. I do not want to form
a definite opinion and close
my mind to other views, as
some cynics do, yet I am getting the unmistakable impression that the majority of people at Clemson neither know
what's happening on and off
campus, nor do they seem to
worry about their ignorance.
I'm sure that this has been
said many times before, but
the degree of apathy here is
amazingly and disgustingly
high.
Perhaps the lack of knowledge of some students is due
to their interpretation of an
education, which all must
agree to be the basic purpose
of the university. I believe
that one must attempt to learn
about the world and the people around him, rather than
just the courses required for

Cadet Doesn't Need Sharpness;
Mediocrity Blamed On Howard
Dear Sir,
I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate
Jack Gillette on his fine "essay"
which was published two
weeks ago in The Tiger. He
proved to Clemson University that he is a true "American" and a "Gung-Ho"ROTC
cadet which this nation should
be proud of.

Mrs. Don Ewert, language
laboratory assistant, stated
that this memorandum wasn't
posted until the faculty was
forced to do it by a minority
of the 1500 students who participate in the lab every week.

Both Mrs. Ewert and Durham agreed that a vast majority of the students made a
tremendous effort to make the
best out of a trying situation.
But there were those who had
their fun laughing and talking wnile other students tried
to gain knowledge. They acted like third graders and so
the language department took
steps appropriate for the age
class.

Visitation
Executive officers of the University several weeks ago rejected a
proposal by the Student Senate
providing for dormitory visitation
between males and females each
weekend.

was really disgust.

fat and complacent, content
just to be a good ACC team(we all know what the rest of
collegiate football thinks of
the ACC), and has no drive
or ambition to vault Clemson
to the top.
What we need is a football
coaching staff — from head
coach to recruiting staff—with
a real driving ambition to be
the nation's best college football team. It's possible—we
have the resources—but the
all-important elements are
drive, ambition, desire, and
all the qualities that make a
good individual player great.
We've been in the major college top ten before, and that
was fifteen (or so) years ago,
when Clemson was actually a
small college. Why can't we
do it now?
I call upon Howard and the
rest of the football coaching
staff to reassess their goals.
If thpse goals do not include
national ranking and bowl
games IN THE VERY NEAR
FUTURE (not in 1990 or
thereabouts), and a serious
effort toward a national title,
I call upon them, for Clemson's sake, to move over and
make room for someone who
DOES want more than anything, to make Clemson number one!
James L. Lucas

a degree.
It seems that too many persons here, no less in the rest of
the country, are oriented toward materialistic and financial success, and are neglecting to inform themselves of
current events and campus
happenings.
I came into contact with a
good many persons while
polling the student body for
"The Tiger." On the whole,
those that I interviewed lacked a basic understanding of
such important and controversial topics as ROTC, prices of the bookstore, and the
Vietnam situation.
Many, in fact, had never
heard of the Vietnam Moratorium nor had any inkling
of the gap created between the
student government and the
administration over the proposed student canteen.
It is quite easy and painless
to become knowledgable
about such topics. All that is
needed is to read the newspaper and listen to the radio.
I do not mean solely WSBF
or "The Tiger,"againstwhom
there is some prejudice, but
rather I hope that the Clemson students will just listen
to any good news broadcasts
or read any good newspaper.
It may take several minutes
each day to obtain a wellrounded education, but I think
that each person owes it to
himself and to society to put

out this little extra effort.
By these remarks, I do not
mean to infer that the student
body is generally intolerant
or lacking in morals, but that
they have not yet learned to
care about these problems
which do not directly concern
them. This, however, is a
quality that comes with the
maturity that is somewhat
lacking on this campus.

Pitchfork Ben.
The man who said he would stab Grover Cleveland with his pitchfork.
The instigator of the bloody race riot in HamLetters Policy burg, S. C, 1876.
The man who organized the vigilante Red
The Tiger is happy to accept
letters from any source offer- i Shirts to prevent Blacks from voting.
ing criticism or commentary
The man who received the honor of having
on any subject. Letters which named after him not one, but two administration
are rather lengthy may be run
as open columns.
, buildings on this state's college campuses.
The Tiger requires that
I'd never truly realized what a registered s.o.b.
every letter be accompanied Tillman was until I attended the Clemson Player's
by the name of the author in
order to be considered for pub- excellent performance of "In White America" last
lication. Names will be with- week. The play, which centered around dramatic
held at request of the writer, readings of historical documents, included a
although we would emphasize
that a communication loses speech by Tillman on the floor of the U.S. Senate
much of its effectiveness when concerning lynchings.
the author is unwilling to have
his name published.
Letters should be submitted,
preferably type-written to the
Tiger Associate Editor or
placed in the slot provided in
the door of the office. The
Tiger offices are located on the
9th level of the student center.
Letters may also be sent to
Box 2097, Clemson University Station, Clemson, S. C.
29631.
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"Look at our environment in the South, surrounded, and in a large number of counties, outnumbered by the negroes — engulfed, as it were,
in a black flood of semi-barbarians. For forty
years these negroes have been taught the damnable heresy of equality with the white man. Their
minds are those of children, while they have the
passions and strength of men."
Tillman was not the normal, run-of-the-plantation Southern bigot so common then and now
in the South. In their documentary text, The
Negro American, Leslie Fishel and Benjamin
Quarles say of him: ". . . he made a national
reputation as his generation's most vitriolic opponent of the Negro."
He stands today as the personification of the
white bigot in American history. Yet our college
forefathers choose to honor him by naming after
him what was then our most impressive and important campus building. And Tillman Hall
stands today — a monument to the most vocal
racist of American times.
The actual name of the building has little importance. The importance lies in what that name
symbolizes — and what it symbolizes is the antithesis of everything the university stands for as
a center of enlightened thought and free discussion. But worse still, the name is a personal insult to every Black on this campus, for the presence of each one of them is unrefutable proof that
Tillman was wrong, dead wrong.
Changing the name of Tillman Hall will solve
no racial problems. It might, however, show in
some small way that Clemson University and Winthrop College are cognizant of past injustices to
Black America symbolized by men like Tillman,
and are aware, in whatever slight degree, of what
it means to be a university in contemporary society, no longer infested with the seeds of bigotry,
symbolic or otherwise.
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Clemson's Moratorium
Strikes Blow For Peace
From the overwhelming response they gave
speaker David Schoenbrun to the final candlelight
procession from Tillman Hall to the amphitheater,
crowds of Clemson students struck a blow for
peace this week in the Vietnam Moratorium.
For 26 hours, students and faculty demonstrated their abhorrence of the bloody spectacle of the
Vietnam war and called for an end to the combat
in that devastated country.
From midnight Tuesday until dawn Wednesday, they read the names of those killed in battle
and honored them in silent vigil. It was an admirably sincere and peaceful demonstration of
moral indignation that their government could
continue in its present path of conceited, unrealistic foreign policy.
From the very beginning, the peace vigilists
numbered far above what was anticipated, and
the final act of dissent saw 300 people march silently, then singing, from Tillman auditorium to
the amphitheater where they prayed for peace
and placed their candles along the stage in a final
symbolic reflection of their sentiment.
The silent marches and reading of the war
dead were augmented by speeches, panel discussions, poetry reading and folk singing.
To the chagrin of many observers, the demonstrators were generally not the so-called "hippies,
peace queers and freaks." Many of them were
average, clean-cut middle class students who
would be welcomed in any American home.
There were student leaders, mainly from The
Tiger, WSBF and Chronicle, but the vast majority of the participants were everyday students,
concerned about the values of their government.
Virtually every student government official was
conspicuous by his absence, a sharp contradiction
of the role played by student governments on the
majority of campuses participating in the moratorium.
And there were the hecklers, over 400 of them,
probably the most representative Clemson students. They were conspicuous by their obscenities, boisterous conduct and ignorance. These
people who exalt the virtues of the Clemson coed
were the same ones who shouted unprintable epithets at coeds who marched in the vigils.
They screamed trite, vulgar slogans and displayed not the slightest understanding of the purpose of the moratorium or the facts concerning
the war. One of the most remarkable facets of
the moratorium was the radical transformation
of the hecklers. They dwindled from a belligerent, bawdy crowd of 400 to a sheepish, silent group
of not more than 20 in a period of 26 hours.
If the militant, blind hecklers are the true rep-

resentatives of our student body, God help us.
The conduct they exhibited was of the vilest, most
immature persuasion imaginable for college students.
The memory of the moratorium must not be
lost in the behavior of these pitiful people. We
must remember and cherish the courage and conviction of those who went without food and sleep
to show the world that they care about decency
and morality.
The message of this gentle, persuasive protest
is one of love and concern for all people. And it
is a message of devout patriotism, the kind of patriotism engendered by the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution.
These honest, sincere youths love their country as much as any flag-waving, "my country
right or wrong" patriots. Because they love their
country, they want it to cease immoral, mistaken
policy, and show the world that the values which
established America have not been sacrificed to
political expediency and blind imperalism.
The essence of democracy is that a majority
of the people can set national policy and change
it when it is out of line with their convictions.
That is what the moratorium was all about, and
it was the greatest example of democracy in action this nation has ever seen.
Clemson students who observed the moratorium can be proud that they took a stand for their
beliefs and sought change through one of the most
traditional American channels available. Clemson can be proud that it was recorded as one of
those campuses participating in this display of
righteous conviction.
Let everyone remember that those of us who
lived 26 hours in vigil were not seeking to undermine American soldiers in Vietnam. We have
seen 40,000 of them killed for nothing, we love
them as much as any Americans, and that is why
we want to bring them home. We are sickened
that American boys are used as pawns in a game
of international politics. They are slaughtered so
that petty dictators, unrepresentative of their constituencies, can be preserved in power.
The lives of American youths are too valuable
to be squandered, and they should be at home
living the lives they want to live, not dying for
hypocrisy.
The state press will ignore the success of moratoriums on South Carolina campuses, but we were
there and we know that those who are striving
for peace trumphed. For Clemson, Oct. 15 was
perhaps the most meaningful and revolutionary
day in the history of its student body.

Grease On Pillowcase?
By RANDY HARVEY
Staff Writer
Dear Harv:
When I first met Thurlow,
he was working as a mechanic at Axel Greasey's Garage.
I fell in love right away because he did such a wonderful lube job on my car. And

Student Says Hecklers Represent South,
He Must Renounce His Southern Heritage

Pro-War
Dear Sir,
It is truly a sad state when
the students of a state-supported university began to protest
the actions of a government
which was established for all
causes honorable.
When this country was
founded, it was founded on
the grounds that all men
would be free to say and do
as they pleased. Did the fathers
of our country ever imagine
that the youth of this great
nation would ever raise up
their voice against all those
things which were the basis
for the creation of a new,
totally independent nation? It
seems that all of those things

which we have been fighting
for in the past three hundred
years are now being rejected
by a large number of youths
on campuses throughout the
United States.
The colonies fought so that
they could become a free nation, so that in 1776 a statement called the Declaration of
Independence could be issued
by the Continental Congress.
We, the Americans, were not
fighting against communism
or anything so strong during
the American Revolution. We,
the Americans are fighting in
Vietnam to keep the United
States and the rest of the world
from being taken over by a
force that would set the world
back centuries. Have these
youth stopped to think what
they'd be losing if we were
overtaken by communism?
We would lose our freedom—
the main goal of our nation
since its foundings. We would
lose the freedom to speak, to
write, to stand up and fight
for those ideas which were the
key to making the U.S. a great
place to live, and we would
lose the greatest freedom of
all — to live independently.
Is a black arm band worth
what would happen ifwewithdraw from Vietnam, and not
support our fighting young
men. I, an American, don't
think so.
Fran Williams

Prologue
Dear Sir,
The reason I am writing
this letter to the Tiger is that
I can no longer remain silent
about this topic. I'm referring
to the attitude of some students toward the "war moratorium. "
I'm writing this on Monday
while the idea of the moratorium is yet forming. To those
who are wearing the black
armbands, and those who are
strongly opposed to the whole
idea of the moratorium.
By the time this is printed,
the results of the moratorium
will be history, but what I'm
talking about will still be
valid. I don't intend to expound upon either the people
who are actively participating in the moratorium or those
who are not participating out
of personal conviction.

The people I am saddened
by and incensed at are those
people who curse the leaders
of the moratorium and refuse
to participate or participate
only to look for a fight. These
people, real reactionaries,
give Clemson a real "thermidore" in the worst sense. Two
examples will illustrate my
point.
A student in one of my classes, when asked if he would participate in the moratorium replied, "What? Fall in with a
bunch of hippy agitators?"
Another student mentioned to
me that he would not participate because "Robert Whitney
is one of the leaders, and I hate
Robert Whitney!"
I hesitate to use as examples
other things that I have heard
second hand, because, as is
said in the courtroom, that
is hearsay evidence." I think
the reader gets my point however.
My point is that I think
such opinions as expressed
above are crass, puny, and
worst of all irrational. The
small-mindness
of such
people is beyond my comprehension in a university
community. How did these
people get this far?
I'll be the first to admit that
they are certainly entitled to
their opinions — that is not the
problem at hand. The problem lies in their unthinking
attitudes.
I am firmly convinced that
these people do not know the
purpose of the moratorium,
but what is worse, they have
not sought to find out more
about it, and have made snap
moral judgments based upon
emotion rather than knowledgeable reasoning.
Is everyone who is involved
in the many aspects of the
moratorium a hippy agitatator? Is a refusal to participate based upon hatred of
Robert Whitney a rational reason or an excuse for being
too lazy to find out if one
doesn't agree with even some
aspects of the moratorium?
Has Robert Whitney never
had a good idea?
As I understand it/the moratorium is to show President
Nixon that the majority of
American college students are
opposed to our involvement
in Vietnam, and that we want

out, honorably and as quickly as possible.
If done peaceably and in
earnest by anyone, no matter
how long his or her hair, it is
good and their right, indeed,
duty to do so under our democratic form of government.
I myself will be entering the
army next summer as a second lieutenant, but that has
nothing to do at all with the
fact that I want to know other
people's opinions about the
war, and I plan to attend as
many of the activities associated with the moratorium as
I can.
I pray that those people
who
are hippy agitator
haters can raise their minds
far enough above the ground
to look into the moratorium
as something from which they
might learn something new,
clear up some false or mistaken notions, and perhaps
contribute ideas to others,
cause man, that's part of what
it's all about.
Howard R. Howes

Democracy?
Dear Sir,
What is democracy? It in-
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MORATORIUM LETTERS

Dear Sir,
My name is CraigMcManus
and I was born in Charleston,
South Carolina. During my
stay in Clemson, I have prided
myself in belonging to no particular faction. I have been
neither southern nor northern,
nor a radical to either degree.
My views were changed,
however, when I witnessed a
spectacle which I still don't
believe happened on this
campus. Those who jeered the
participating marchers displayed a new height of ignorance and childliness. If that
crowd of Southern facists( and
I do believe the crowd to be
mostiy Southern) was a true
cross-section of the South, I
renounce my Southern origin.
I refuse to be associated with
such gross ignorance and disrespect.
While trying to disrupt and
disorganize the Moratorium,
the unruly mob displayed the
views of the Neo-Nazi party,
which preaches the advent of
a tota'Iy militaristic society
which allows neither dissent
nor nonce Tformity. This mob
blaimed patriotism. Since
when has the Nazi party been
a patriotic American organization?
Having been raised in the
Southern tradition, I have always held "Dixie" in high
respect. I was galled when the
facists used the song to drown
out the reading of the Americans lost in Vietnam. Thefinal
straw came when I saw these
fine young American patriots
vandalize a Hippie's truck. So
that's the proud American
way. SHIT!

THE TIGER

cluded the freedoms of dissent
and the right of gatherings.
Many opponents of the Vietnam Moratorium called its advocates "communists" or
"communits inspired." The
opponents find communism
appalling because it destroys
individual and group rights.
These same opponents of
the Moratorium attempted to
stop the democratic freedoms
of the advocates by hazing,
yelling, senseless comments,
cheers, and obsensities, and
fruit and egg throwing. One
threw a cherrybomb which
exploded six inches from my
head. According to the opponents, the communists stop
individuals from dissenting
by imprisoning or killing
them. I could have been seriously injured or killed.
I believe that some Clemson students, self-labeled
"rightists" are confused about
the meaning of communism
and democracy. They preach
the latter but practice the former.
Mark Goldman

you should see his front end
alignment.

Serves six.

After a whirlwind courtship,
Thurlow and I were wed in a
small ceremony. We won a
free honeymoon trip to Battle
Creek, Mich., in one of those
service station sweepstakes.

Dear Harv:
I think sex is sinful. The
body is God's holy temple
wherein the soul abides. Anyone who indulges in sex is
defiling his temple. Besides
more marriages are broken
up because of sex than for
any other reason. Do you
agree.'
Bruce

On our first night as man
and wife, we checked into the
Pit Stop Motel en route to
Battle Creek.
It was wonderful, Harv. But
next morning there was a
greasy smudge on the pillowcase where Thurlow's dear
but greasy head had lain.
How can I tell him without
hurting his feelings that he
is due for an oil change?
Dear Agnes:
If you really love him, the
grease will not bother you.
But you certainly do not deserve dirty linen. You should
add a can of STP oil treatment with a detergent base to
regular 30-weight hair tonic.
Then when you wash your
pillowcases, you can just pop
them right in the washer without adding your own detergent.

Recipe
Dear Harv:
What is your favorite recipe?
Gourmet

Sex

Dear Bruce:
I must reply with a resounding no. Sex is the greatest unifying force in the world. Many
people are brought together
by sex — usually in groups
of two.

Draft

Dear Harv:
How can I avoid the draft.
Nervous

Dear Nervous:
Enlist, yes, I said enlist in
a branch of service and take
the physical. When the doctor
asks you to read the eye chart,
say, "Eh? Speak up."Whenhe
shouts, "Read the chart!" say,
"What chart?" "The one on the
wall." "What wall?" When he
tells you that you are trying
his patience, tell him how cute
he looks when he gets mad and
puffs out his lower lip. Then
kiss him. You will be 4-F in
jig time.

Hair
Dear Gourmet:
My favorite dish is Pot Pie.
Mix a half pound of pot with
a quarter pound of grass and
a dash of speed in a bowl. No
need to cook it. It cooks itself. Garnish with paprika.

Dear Harv:
My boyfriend wears his hair
in an Afro. That puzzles me
because he is Caucasian. What
should I do?

Dear Esmerelda:
Let the boy be. Funky honkies are groovy.

Drunk
Dear Harv:
The bitter grape has me
under its spell. I stay drunk
all the time. I have tried everything in order to quit.
I have tried the substitution
method. Everytime I felt the
need for a drink, I would pop
a stick of gum in my mouth.
But I got so much gum in
my mouth that I almost
smothered.
Another time I tried to cut
down gradually by drinking
fewer glasses of beer each
week. That did not work because I went out and bought
a set of bigger glasses each
week.
Recently I resolved to limit
my drinking to seven special
holidays. Yesterday I celebrated Thursday. What can
I do?
Lush
Dear Lush:
Meet me at the tavern tomorrow and we'll talk about
it.

Do you have a problem?
Need help? Write me and get
it off your chest, or off your
mind, or wherever it is.

Sufipont
die
Ttovcrttien,

Esmerelda

IN LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Student Says Edwards Was Rude;
"Y" Supports Student-Run Canteen
Dear Sir,
I have been a Clemson student for three years and have
been treated rudely by Clemson administrators on several
occasions without ever complaining. Tuesday, however,
President
R. C. Edwards
bumped into my car and this
has moved me to write this
letter.
I attended an ROTC meeting in Tillman Hall Tuesday
night. When I came out of the
meeting at 7:30, I saw that my
wife, who was to pick me up
at that time, had inadvertantly parked in President Edwards' parking space.

At this moment, President
Edwards drove around the
circle and bumped into my
parked car. He got out of his
car and went and told my wife
to move our car. I walked up
to Dr. Edwards and apologized for my wife's being in
his parking space.

es and found none, so I did not
pursue the matter any further
at that time. I do, however,
feel that Dr. Edwards owes
my wife and me an apology
both for hitting our car and
for his unnecessary rudeness.
Harry V. Hall

His only reply was to tell
me to move my car.

Dear Sir,
The students of the YMCA
Cabinet feel strongly that the
decision of the Executive
Council against a student-run
canteen on east campus once
again proves that the administration has come short in
analyzing the real purpose
and goal of administering

He did not apologize for
bumping my car, nor did he
check to see if any damage
had been done. He merely
finished parking and walked
into Tillman Hall.
I checked my c ar for dam ag-

Clemson. We are not saying
the goal of this university
should be to mass produce
short order cooks and dishwashers. The goal should include educational experiences
that will help the student to
determine who he is and where
he is going. We stress the need
for the Executive Council to
reconsider the Department of
Services' request, keeping in
mind the educational gains involved. Students could learn
to operate a profitable business under appointed faculty
advisors with little trouble.

next Wednesday to re-evaluate
their judgements keeping in
mind the deathening if not
suicidal effects a boycott
would embede in any future
decisions of the executive
council.

We urge those students intending to boycott the canteen

YMCA Cabinet

A student canteen will help
instill unity among Clemson
students. Imagine how' delicious a cheeseburger would
taste knowing that the profits
went to the STUDENTS instead of the athletic department.
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The BeatlesBy TOM ELLIS
Features Editor
ABBEY ROAD is one of the
finest Beatles' albums ever
produced and is a true testimony of where both the Beatles and the majority of rock
music are today. Finished
only a few weeks ago, it is
probably the most up-to-date
album the Beatles have ever
recorded, in relation to presenting the Beatles' position
in today's music, other album
being plagued by lengthy recording sessions, or by the
time hang-up involved between recording and actual
issue of the album.
Once again the Beatles have
shown their outstanding crestivity, issuing an album generally out of context with most
of today's heavily blues influenced albums. Unlike their hit
record "Get Back," it contains
songs written by all four of the
men and there songs are very
diverse in sound, both vocally
and instrumentally.

rf66ey T£*<zd
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Trip To Rock Festival
Becomes Dismal Affair
By MARK KELLY
Staff Writer
(Ed.: This feature is the first
in a series of stories about the
rock festivals which have become an important outlet for
many pop and hard rock enthusiasts.)
I passed up the opening
night jazz concert and set out
to find a comfortable place to
sleep. After a long day of
thumbing rides I was looking
forward to finding a quiet
place to drink my wine and
camp out. My search was
soon interrupted, however, by
the arrival of a steady downpour of rain. To avoid the
weather, I began thumbing
rides up and down the island.
I spent an hour cruising
around Newport with a pair
of high school kids who were
trying to pick up some "hippie chicks". It was an amusing, but not very enlightening, tour of the island. They
finally dropped me off in front
of a Howard Johnson's and
drove off cursing their bad
luck.
A few hours later I thumb: ed a ride down to the southern
end of the island and stumbled upon a large party in an
old, deserted house. There
were about a hundred people
lying around singing and
playing an assortment of instruments. Empty wine bottles
and roaches were scattered
around the floors. It was
warm and dry there, and I
was about to look for a space
to sleep in when the troopers
arrived and chased everyone
out.
The fellow I had thumbed
a ride with was unable to locate his car in the ensuing
chaos, so I set out hitch-hiking once again. It was still
raining and the air had turned extremely cold. I caught a
ride to the Cliffwalk Manor,
an old restaurant perched on
top of a long cliff. The area
was packed with cars, campers, and hundreds of people

sleeping out on the lawns. I
joined about ten other unfortunate people under a tree
in front of a large stone house.
I spent the next morning
at the beach below the Manor.
There was a handful of surfers scattered among the thousands of festival goers. They
didn't seem to mind it when
some of the freakier people
in the crowd "borrowed" their
boards and caught short but
extremely amusing rides.

I slept most of the afternoon in a small park near
the Festival Field. A soccer
game soon developed between
some Italian sailors and a
group of bare-footed freaks.
The Italians couldn't speak
English very well, so no one
was ever sure what the score
was. But they were polite
enough not to kick any of the
girls who were playing. In the
end, the Italians gave up, so
the freaks assumed that they
must have won the game.
The Friday night concert
was billed as "Rock Night At
Newport." It was the Fourth
of July, so the program was
augmented with fireworks exploding throughout the evening. The night's greatest disappointment was the emcee,
Scott Muni. His constant plastic drone (You're beautiful
people"; "Do your thing;"
"This is where it's at") grew
increasingly nauseating. Jethro Tull and Ten Years After
were forced to compete with
the game crashers during the
first half of the concert for
audience attention. It seems
that there were more people
outside the fence than there
were inside, so naturally they
tried to tear down the gates.
During the intermission, the
festival promoter made an unappealing and unnecessary
plea to the crowd to avoid riot
conditions with the police. His
pessimism faded, however,
when "Blood, Sweat, and
Tears" came on stage to quiet
things down. The rest of the
concert (Roland Kirk, follow-

ed by the Jeff Beck Group)
was more exciting on stage
than off.
After a day in Boston, I returned to Newport on Sunday
to attend the closing evening
concert. A large part of the
crowd had departed following
the rainy Saturday night
show. As I rode through the
old town area, I was amazed
at the unbelievable amount of
garbage and papers scattered
about on the roads and lawns.
I spent a few hours on the
beach before returning to the
park. I saw a small boy there
searching through garbage
cans for food. I was also accosted by a religious fanatic
who entertained me with some
fantastic tales of the past and
predictions for the future.

The finalconcertwas along,
dragged out affair featuring
mostly jazz musicians. The
audience was extremely inattentive because of the terribly cold, damp night air. A
few small crowds huddled
around hastily made fires of
paper andwoodenchairs. The
ever-ready police spent the
night squelching the fires and
dispersing the crowds amid
cries of "Roast the pigs! "Johnny Winter and B-B King
warmed things up a bit by
combining their talents on
some hard blues numbers.
Some people left during the
intermission, but most of them
remained to hear the Led Zefferlin finish the program in
spectacular form.

A jewelry box similar to the one pictured abore wai
tiolen from the Lee Hall Gallery. A fifty dollar reward
will be given for any information which will result in the return of the box. Contact Mike Holden, the curator of Lee
Hall; no questions will be asked.
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Flipside
Special to The Tiger
"The Animals;
The Fruit,
The Girl and/or The Dream;
And, through it all
THE CHEESE..."
—Anonymous,
unearthed by Dr. Lucius
Cahan, noted literary critic
and psychologist (asq uoted by Christopher Cerf)
The Beatles' ABBEY ROAD
is quite difficult to review, as
I come to it with a deeply
ingrained prejudice against
these people. But this particular album is different from previous ones for, instead of liking it the first four or five times
and despising it for ever after,
as has been the case with past
Beatle work, I disliked
ABBEY ROAD from the start,
which may mean I'll like it
later. As of yet, later has not
come. Despite the above, all
efforts will be made to be objectionable, and maybe objective.
There may be some sort of
plan to the record, as it begins and ends well and has,
as is the case with the work of
many people in many genres,
a lot of frivolous padding in
the middle. The first song on
the first side, "Come Together," is Chuck Berry's
"You Can't Catch Me" with a
really nice introduction, the
whole thing being good and
simple, unpretentious, simple,
and...good. Interobang.

make it. But then, in most
mystical songs that explain
the universe, the "why's" are
misunderstood.)
Next comes "You Never
Give Me Your Money, "a good
song with plenty of reasonable
and very nearly exciting
changes in rhythm and key
(modulation — what ho?).
"Sun King" begins fairly well
until the siging betrays the
instrumental background.
The Beatles' voices lack something in harmonizing on slow
songs; it could be their outlandish accents. Oh la. "Mean
Mr. Mustard "is so-so, you can
tap your foot to it, but you
can't listen. From here on to
the surprise ending of the album you're alright as the last
five songs, all arranged and
connected in a logical manner, are listenable and, in relation to the rest of the album, excellent, with "groovey"
words, "boss" bass, "superb"
singing, and "hip-swing-dig"
lead guitar.
The last five songs of the album, the ones that make the
most sense and that make
themselves known somewhere
between the levels of Screaming Meemi and Muzak, show
that the Beatles are right up
there with the mediocre
groups. The songs are of the
same quality and performed
in a manner that would make
any unexceptional band
proud (even with a typically
uninteresting "Innagaddadavida" type drum break on
"Carry That Weighf'whichis,
fortunately, short).
One expects some kind of
consistency (at least in quality) in an album, as one usually speaks of a good album or
a poor one. But ABBEY
ROAD really goes to no extremes (despite the impression
that may have been made by
the wild excesses above that
were brought on by "composing" directly on the typewriter), and doesn't really
stay in the middle either. Most
of the songs are not terrible,
just annoying doodley-doo
background doctor's office
stuff and the "good "things are
really only "just there" and
command no real attention.
Even the plastic of the disc
and the paper of the album
cover are thin.
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isong, "Something," is unexciting but fairly pleasant: trite
lyrics, an uninspired guitar
break backed up by the Schmaltzy Strings, and a poor
handling of transition between
chords. "Maxwell's Silver
Hammer" conjures up visions
of old film musicals with crinkly blond-haired, big-eyed chorus girls and the story is not
even particularly amusing or
interesting. "Oh! Darling" is
1950's rock with bang-bangbang piano, not even up to
Ruben and the Jets and just
as overdone, but without the
humor. "Octopus'Garden"begins like a Traffic song but
doesn't live up to the introduction. It has some of the best
fill-in guitar playing on the
album but the lyrics, the singing, and the rhythm (a
"sweet," plodding beat in
many ways reminiscent of
"Baby Elephant Walk") very
nearly destroy any redeeming qualities the song may
have. (But then if lyrics and
rhythm and the singing of
same are the song, it could
not have been anything to
begin with and thus the good
guitar part is a distraction.)

"Octopus' Garden "goes beneath the sea and the Beatles
don't bother to emerge for "I
Want You (She's so Heavy)".
In fact, to continue with an
insipid metaphor, they go
even deeper to stir up the bottom mud and to scare a few
squid (a distant relative of
the octopus, you remember)
into omitting their characterMost of the second side is
istic inky fluid. The song is so
connected, though, again?,
murky and muddy with an unwith superfluous padding.
interesting, repetitious "so
The tunes of "Because" and
heavy" bass line carried on
"You Never Give Me Your
ad infinitum, ad nauseum. The
Money" are reiterated in
first part, the "I Want You"
"Carry That Weight" in a way
section, is worthwhile, as is
that makes sense, without
the ending of the whole thing,
sounding out of place. In addiif you can stick it out to the
tion, "You Never Give Me
Your Money," "Polythene end. Why don't you promise
to review it, then you'll have
Pam," "She Came in through
The Bathroom Window," to listen.
The second side, getting
"Golden Slumbers," "Carry
That Weight," and "The End" close to the good part, begins
are all good songs and all with "Here Comes the Sun"
connected thematically and which is too "lilting," heraled
musically, though there is a by a host of heavenly eunuchs
two song bit of garbage be- "Because" has some really intween "You Never Give Me sipid lyrics (example: "BeYour Money" and the other cause the world is round it
turns me on" which, though
five.
filled with sediment, doesn't
Back to the first side and
into the middle. The second

LOOKING FOR

SENSATIONAL NEW
SOUND-SENSITIVE
LIGHT UNITS

is another song which switches mood halfway through,
jumping from a heavy opening to a very Who sounding
middle and closing with a
great piece of Latin rock for
which Harrison really shines.
Then "She Came in Through
the Bathroom Window" with
Harrison and McCartney harmonizing up front with Harrison's wailing in the background.
"Golden Slumbers" follows
with traces of "Goodnight"
and "Martham My Dear"popping up throughout. "Carry
That Weight" and "The End"
close out this string of songs.
The latter closes out with some
great drumming and some
really good Harrison guitar
work. The album closes with
a song about Queen Elizabeth
which sounds just like you
would imagine an English
beer drinking song would
sound.
This album is a monumental achievement for the Beatles, shockingly unique and
original in contrast to today's
rock music", and must stand
with SARGEANT PEPPER
and RUBBER SOUL as their
most outstanding work. The
Beatles are still on top, and
this album is an excellent example of why.

(H)
Shows
1:41 5:83
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Side Two opens with "Here
Comes the Sun." This song
once again displays Harrison's fantastic new display
of his talents. Another happy
song dealing with the beauty
of nature and people. The
addition of octaves, one at
a time in the breaks, are very
nice and create a very interesting effect. The song seems to
be saying that there is a lot of
natural beauty surrounding
us, it is always around, and
people could really see a lot
if they wouldjustlook around.
It also has a symbolic message that peace is coming from
the "long winter" of discord

and strife which has been so
persistent in the past. Very
idealistic, revealing, and another beautiful Harrison composition.
"Because" presents the best
Beatle harmony work they
have done and like "Here
Comes the Sun" is about the
beauty of nature and love.
The harpiscord backing them
is simple yet perfect, and it's
eerie mood creates an interesting contrast with the vocal
work up front.
The rest of the album is a
medley, and it is hard to distinguish which songs are
where and in what order. After "You Never Owe Me Your
Money," there's a lot of good
Beaties' rock and roll, especially "Sun King" which is
completely different from its
predecessor. Harrison has
some short guitar work, then
back to some more rock and
roll in "Mean Mr. Mustard,"
which changes halfway
through to some very angelic
vocal leading into a short
stop.
Then there is some good
introductory sounds getting
the tropical mood for "Sun
King" which ends with Italian
lyrics as beautiful as the
French lyrics Paul sang in
"Michelle." "Polythene Pam"

opportunities for:

Last summer
was too
beautiful to
forget . . .
and too
painful to
remember.
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"Oh Darling" is one of the
"Blue-Note and Tiffany Days"
songs Sir Douglas has often
presented on his albums. It
sounds just like the repetitious
sound that characterized so
many of the groups at that
time. The shouting vocal and
harmonizing background vocal along with the heavy piano
work helps complete the mood
of this song which seems to
have been brought out of its
grave from the early Elvis
days.
"Octopus Garden"is a Ringo
song all the way. Harrison's
country-jazz guitar work
helps create the mood of this
song and gives the typically
happy, country flavor which
Ringo seems to be so involved
in creating in almost all of
his recent compositions.
"She's So Heavy" is just

"A remarkable

Your favorite pizza . .. freshly prepared
and flavor baked to perfection!

The song seems to state so
many of the reasons why people can't get together, a new
and much more realistic approach to the basic problem
of man's finding harmony
with his fellowman. Musically, it is very good, and the
Beatles' fantastic ability to remain simple yet musically filling and perfect shines here.
"Something" is a Harrison
composition, and along with
"Here Comes the Sun,"marks
Harrison's most outstanding
songs to date, far surpassing
his efforts of the group's last
album. Harrison is truly the
standout on this album, and
his compositions are hauntingly beautiful and yet powerful and romantic. His vocal
and guitar work show a newly confident and developed
talent.
"Maxwell's Silver Hammer"
is another one of those bouncy
happy McCartney songs like
"Your Mother Should Know"
and "Ob-La-Di, Ob-La-Da."
The music fits ironically with
the lyrics which describe some
guy who runs around crushing people's heads in with a
hammer. It's a very tight and
together composition butvery
conflicting in its musical and
lyrical statement.
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"Come Together "opens side
one and although credited to
Lennon and McCartney,itis a
very Lennonesque song lyrically, in the same vein as "I
Am the Walrus." With all the
songs about getting together
being recorded recently, it is
probably the most confusing
and, yet, states many of the
basic problems of getting together such as musical, dress,
and intellectual differences
which make so many people
individualistic.

that — very heavy. Paul's
bass work is really excellent
and Lennon's guitar work reminds me a lot of Randy California of Spirit. It is a bluesy
sounding song and is dominated completely by Lennon's
always soulful voice and playing. The repetitious pattern
closing the song is very reminiscent of "Hey Judge," and,
if you listen closely, you can
hear the screaming crowd
sounds popping up in the
background. The abrupt end
of the song has to be heard
to be experienced — a real
mind shatterer.
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Rare Book Store
Yields Good Finds
By RICHARD STREET
Staff Writer
"The Attic," a second-hand
bookstore owned and operated by Donald Hawthorne, sits
nestled in the quasi-ghost town
of Hodges just off highway 25,
eight miles west of Greenwood.
"The Attic" is not an attic
as the name implies, but a
small, old red-brick building
whose homemade, floor-toceiling shelves hold more than
65,000 second-hand books
ranging in subject matter from
agronomy to theology.
"I actually have many more
than that — at least 45,000
more in storage," said Hawthorne. "But I only lay claim
to those I have on the shelves."

Judge Keller's
Judge Keller's has become a permanent
establishment in downtown Clemson. The

business has been a one family affair since
it was started in the early 1900's.

Merchant Follows Father
In Family Owned Business
By SUSAN NEPVEUX
Staff Writer

"Judge" Keller acquired his
title when he first started out
in his business. According to
his son, William Bryan Keller,
the students would be measured by the military officials
for their uniforms at the bebinning of the school year.

Over 60 years ago, Leonard
Keller set up shop to earn his
living the only way he knew
how. Even now, in these days
of modernization, his shop
still retains the quaint atmosphere of the "good old days."
Judge Keller's Store in
downtown Clemson functioned originally as a tailor and
alteration shop. At present,
it has enlarged and provides
a wide variety of merchandise
ranging from hardware to
handkerchiefs.

Invariably, by the time the
military got the uniforms back
to the boys, they had either
gained or lost weight. If the
commandant didn't think the
uniforms fit, he would send
the boys to Keller who would
judge the fit and make needed
alterations.

"Judge" Keller came to
Clemson from Abbeville and
attended Clemson College
from 1892-94 in its firstclass.
Since Clemson was a military
school then, he began working
in the barracks altering the
college uniforms.

In subsequent years, Judge
Keller added more varied
merchandise to his shelves.
This original store was located across the street from its
present site.
In 1916, Keller decided to
move across the street, where
he built a wooden store. Then
in 1939, he tore this down
and built the brick structure
which still stands.

After several years, the college informed Keller that they
needed his rooms for expansion. About 1909, he constructed a shop in downtown Clemson to set up his alteringbusiness.
At that time, a man named
Aarron Boggs, from whom
Keller purchased his land,
owned nearly all the downtown area.

When asked about the effects
of inflation on his business,
Keller stated, "Prices have
gone up twice and in some
cases three times as much since

Classifieds
Babyland Infant Nursery —
Will be open for all Clemson
home games, Oct. 17, Oct. 24,
Oct. 31, from 11:30 a.m. until
5:30 p.m. Call 654-5034 for
information.
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Hawthorne admits that
most of his second-hand
books come from within 100
miles of Hodges—mostly from
people's attics. "I also collect
old pamphlets and letters."
He read several letters written
before the Civil War and remarked that people wrote with
more emotion and eloquence

I took over in 1946."
"There has not been much
difference in the students over
the years. I've never met any
that weren't as nice as they
could be and easy to serve,"
Keller added.
Upon entering the store, one
cannot help getting the feeling
that when Keller asks, "May I
help you find something?" he
genuinely wants to help and
not just to make a quick sale.
Keller's "I thank you very
much" for some reason lingers with you as you leave,
because, in these days, those
words are seldom expressed
with such old-fashioned sincerity.

The "judge" continued to
operate his store until the end
of World War II when his son
William Bryan Keller, returned from the army. The son,
a very amicable man, commented that Judge Keller's
"has been a family store all
around."

Keller

When browsing among the
shelves, one soon discovers
that Hawthorne's books are
not only second-hand but also
quite old. A quick random
sample shows that the newest
book samples was printed in
1923 and the oldest, a volume
by William Bartram, was
printed in Dublin in 1793.
Pre-Civil War dates were not
uncommon.

Hawthorne, seeming surprised that anyone would find
a book dated 1793 unusual,
produced an old Bible from a
box of books under his antique counter. Upon inspection, the Bible was found to
be printed in Latin and dated
somewhere around 1549, according to Hawthorne.
"I have five incumabula
(books printed before 1501)
in my private collection," he
said. One of these, a Bible
dated 1497, is the second most
complete copy in existence.
"There isn't a more complete
one in the U. S.," Hawthorne
added.
When asked if he handled
new books, Hawthorne said,
"Many of my books are 20th
century books but I handle
new books only by special
order."

" The Attic "also offers a wide
selection of used paperbooks.
Unlike those in the Clemson
Book Store, Hawthorne's paperbacks are arranged "more
or less according to content"
and are for sale or trade. "One
of mine for two of yours" was
stated as the basis for a trade.

GAY CLOTHING
Or* Ttw Square
In Anderson, S. C.
Largest Selection of
ALPACA SWEATERS
in town
15 Colors to Choose
from in Cardigan
and V-Neck
Pullover Styles
Over 1000 Pairs of
HUBBARD SLACKS
from
$6.98 to $24.95
GENUINE
SEWELL SUITS
AND
SPORT COATS

WELCOME HOME
TIGERS
WHACK WAKE!
SCOTTY'S RESTAURANT
123 BY-PASS
PHONE 654-9833

FLOWERS AND GIFTS
Order Your Football
Mum Corsages Now,
$1.75

Ipr

J>
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Balalaikas
The Osipov Balalaika Orchestra and members of the
Bolshoi Ballet Company will present a concert of traditional Russian folk songs. The troupe, sent here under the
auspices of the Russian Government, will perform Oct. 22
at 8 p.m. in Littlejohn Coliseum.

"You can't beat a bargain
like that. You're bound to find
something in there worth your
money," he remarked.
Besides being a secondhand book dealer, Hawthorne
is an antique dealer, an amateur printer, an alchemist (he
concocts his own leather book
binding preservative), and
cattle farmer.

City Plans Shown
The Rudolph Lee Gallery is
In recent times, President
currently showing " The Grand Lyndon Johnson was conDesign." The collection was fronted by many architects
assembled in a joint project and landscapers who named
by the Pennsylvania Avenue Pennsylvania a "non-street."
Commission and the Library In 1965, his advisory comof Congress.
mittee on the development of
The photographs, maps, the city's principle roadway
plans, and letters show and de- presented the Mall Master Plan
scribe different changes which which calls for a return to the
have been added to Pierre "simple but grand design of
L'Enfant's master design of two centures ago."
the city of Washington, D.C.
"The Grand Design "is sponL'Enfant's vision of the city sored by the Clemson Archiwas a plan "drawn on such tectural Foundation and the
scale as to leave room for
College of Architecture at
that aggrandizement and emClemson. It will show until
bellishment which the increase
Nov. 7. The exhibit is travelin wealth of the nation will . ing under the auspices of the
permit it to pursue at any
Smithsonian Institute Travelperiod however remote."
ing Exhibition Service.

Call 235-4321
Concerning Group Rates

Shows Daily At
2:15 — 8:15

Limited Engagement - Winner of 3 Best Picture Awards |
* PART
*
I
NOV.
6-12

I

*
*
*

THE TWO PART PRODUCTION Of

LEO TOLSTOYS

f

WMUndPEACE

PART
II
NOV.
13-19

MWNTro IV W W»LT» MAOf OKCAWHATiw utp 3ATHA ■ m COLO. ■ .tU.StO .Y COKI.NINIAI #

DO NOT MISTAKE THIS FOR THE PRODUCTION YOU'VE SEEN ON
TV! THIS IS THE MOST EXPENSIVE MOVIE EVER MADE, WITH A
COST OF OVER $100,000,000 AND A CAST OF 1,000'S.

CHALLENGING POSITIONS
in Manufacturing, Research Gr Development, and Sales are available with FMC
CHEMICALS.
Our Recruiter will be on campus

in One, Two, and
Three Burton Models

MORGAN'S

^■^sZ
**3i

Pointing to several stacks of
boxes near the shop's entrance, Hawthorne explained
that he periodically goes
through his over-supply weeding out the incumabula, old
letters, pamphlets, and documents, and fills these boxes
with what is left over. He offers these boxes to his customers for 25 cents each.

The Attic
in the booming metropolis of Hodges, conbooks, some printed as early as 1500. The
that anyone wanting a good book can find
to go for one.

Page 7

in those days than they do
today.

He also writes short stories
— "mostly for personal enjoyment." One of his favorites
which he often reads to customers is "The Love Life of
an Old Book."
Hawthorne opens the doors
of his shop from 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays. If you're in themarket
for old books and some good
conversation, drop into "The
Attic." But be forwarned. You
may be bitten by the "Old
book bug."

"The Attic,"
tains many old
Proprietor says
no belter place
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When you look
for a study
lamp, look
for this tag.

to interview Seniors and Graduates in

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CHEMISTRY
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Here's why:
The BLBS tag means that the lamp has been carefully designed to provide even, glare-free light, giving
the best possible lighting for studying. The better the
lighting, the better the studying. So look for lamps
having the Better Light Better Sight tag at your favorite lighting dealer or

Duke Power

FMC CHEMICALS
F©

Machinery

Putting Ideas to Work in
*

Chemicals

*

Defense

*

Fibers & Films

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IN DOWNTOWN CLEMSON

GOOD LUCK TO THE TIGERS
From Hero No. 1

CARLOS RESTAURANT
Anderson, S. C.
24-Hour Breakfast
2 BLOCKS NORTH OF ANDERSON RECREATION CENTER

BUDWEISER,
DISTRIBUTED LOCALLY BY

1510 N. MURRAY STREET

BUDWEISER OF ANDERSON

Waffles - Steaks - Sandwiches

44 N. MURRAY AVE.

*
*

i
i

I
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Ruggers Lose
Two Matches
By LARRY OSBORNE
Special to The Tiger

—Uttlejohn

Former Clemson boxing coach Bob Jonec
recently called Warren Wilson (left) a
"fine boxer" and Harvey Ferguson (right)
"one of the toughest we had." Both Wilson

and Ferguson boxed under Jones when
boxing was still considered a major college sport,

Boxing: A Brutal
Sport In The Past
By JULE WELBORN
Sports Writer

Gloves champ. The gloves
had to weigh ten ounces.
Entering Dan's for the first
Changes in the regulations
time, most students are amaz- later raised the weight of the
ed at the wall-to-wall photo- gloves to twelve ounces and
graphs of the outstanding ath- required the boxers to wear
letes who have attended Clem- head protectors.
son. All the well-known colleAccording to Jones, Clem
giate sports are represented
son had some "pretty good
including boxing, which has
boxers." They included lightnow been dropped as a colheavyweight Harvey Fergulege sport.
son; featherweight John " RipThere is one man on camp- per" Murray, who went to the
us who has not forgotten. He
National Tournament; midis Bob Jones, the coach of dleweight Bill Cason; and SenClemson's boxing team from . ior welterweight Russell Dorn,
1933 to 1948. He now serves who also went to the National
as the Tiger's defensive end
Tournament.
and tackle coach.
Also among the stars were
Coach Jones was different heavyweight
Cliff " Onefrom other boxing coaches Punch" Henley; lightweight
because he never put on a pair Carl "Spook" Pulkinan; and
of gloves. Nevertheless, he led heavyweight Bill Hunter, who
the Tigers to two Southern is now a doctor in Clemson.
Conference Championships
"One of the toughest we had
and a trip to the Sugar Bowl
was Harvey Ferguson," statTournament.
ed Coach Jones. Ferguson
captured the individual conThe best team that Jones
had was in 1938. At that time ference title twice.
USC and The Citadel were
the teams to beat for the con"Ripper" Murrary went to
ference championship.
the National Tournament in
1938 and reached the finals.
The Tigers won 34 boxing Murray had his opponent
meets under their coach, who Benny Applesteinalmostbeatrecently said, "Boxing was a en, but Applestein regained
great sport and could still be his senses and out-pointed
one. Every man should learn Murray for the title.
some boxing, but it should be
strictly amateur."
Bill Cason was undefeated
The boxing meets at Clem- in 1938. His coach described
son were held after basketball him as an excellent middlegames. The boxing ring was weight boxer. He also won two
set up on the court, and the light-heavyweight bouts that
students sat around it, often- year.
times "hanging from the raft"Russell Dorn was one of
ers."
the fighters I ever coached,"
Regulations for collegiate said Jones. Dorn, a senior
boxing were well defined. welterweight, won his division
There were three two-minute championship in 1938 and
rounds with one minute rests went on to the National Tourbetween rounds. Every match nament.
was declared either a decision,
Cliff Henley got his nickwhich received one point, or name, "One-Punch," in a fight
a draw, which received half a with Big Six Jones of Florida.
point.
Coach Jones said that there
was a little psychology inA technical knockout was volved. "They were warming
considered a facial cut or a up. The Florida coach told
mismatch such as a sopho- me his heavyweight fighter
more boxer facing a Golden was a killer, and he didn't
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M/f)

What is Chicago Pneumatic?

Whatever else it is, Chicago Pneumatic is people
... innovating, inventing, producing.
The Chicago Pneumatic Building in New York City—headquarters for domestic and foreign operations... the manufacturing facilities of CP and its domestic subsidiaries in New
York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Michigan and South Carolina
.. .the CP sales offices in major cities throughout the U.S—
all add up to more than 10,000 people, each in their own
fashion, contributing to progress in almost every facet of
industry.
Within a wide range of openings, we have much to offer
engineering and management majors who are academically
qualified, who can accept early responsibility and who have
the potential to advance into top management.
Openings exist in our plants in UPSTATE NEW YORK,
PENNSYLVANIA, CONNECTICUT.. .and in sales offices
throughout the U.S.
This is only part of the story. For complete information,
pick up literature at Placement Office. We will be on campus:

CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL COMPANY
6 East 44th Street. Nsw York, N. Y. 10017
SOME INDUSTRIES SERVED: AEROSPACE and AVIATION/CHEMICAL PROCESSING/
PETROCHEMICAL/UTIUTIES/MINING and CONSTRUCTION/ELECTRONICS/AUTOMOTIVE

want him to hurt Henley. Cliff
was really scared, but when
Jones charged out of his corner, Henley laid one right on
the button and knocked him
out."
Warren Wilson was another
fine boxer, a light-heavy who
on occasion fought in the
heavyweight division. His
most memorable fight was a
heavyweight bout in Columbia. "He was fighting Gates
Kimbell of UNC and formerly the champion of the Pacific
Fleet,"commentedJones. "For
two and a half rounds, Wilson
didn't touch him. Then Kimbell charged and Wilson
punched him out."
Many strange things happened during the boxing
meets. In one instance, a
Clemson boxer was beating
his man to a pulp, but with
five seconds left in the bout,
his opponent landed a lucky
punch and knocked him out.
Fortunately, the bell rang before the referee's count was
over; so the Clemson boxer,
although knocked out, won a
decision over his opponent.
According to the Clemson
coach, the GI bill caused the
demise of collegiate boxing.
Why? It gave older veterans a
chance to go to school. Many
ex-service boxers entered college and joined the boxing
teams. A couple of boys in the
conference were killed, and
this ended collegiate boxing
and Bob Jones' reign as Tiger
boxing coach.

Starting promptly at 1:30
p.m., London time, Clemson's
ruggers encountered a fast
and experienced N.C. State
"A" team in the first match
last Sunday. Our "purple"
rugy team expected stiff opposition and so had formulated a strategy for the State
match: run the State ruggers
to death and then score three
points to secure the victory.
However, two anticipated
factors radically altered that
optimistic outcome. Firstly, a
late second-half penalty-kick
failed to gain Clemson its desired three points, and secondly, and perhaps of mors
importance, State scored thirty-give points while being run
to death. Put another way,
N.C. State triumphed 35-0.
The one bright spot in the
first match was Bob Brazier,
who, besides performing a
credible seal imitation by forcing several thousand cubic
meters of air per second
through his rather thin nostrils, added a bit of vaudeville to the game by doing
the old "tackle-your-teammate" routine.
He executed it so well that
N. C. State demanded an en-

core, so Bob did a variation
of his first act called "givethe-ball-away" in which he
gracefully handed a rather
large State forward the ball in
the most elegant Swan Lake
fashion.
In the second match Clemson almost made ammends
for its poor performance
against State's "A" team by
battling their "B" team admirably in a 14-13 loss. Calling on several spectators for
assistance, the "Orange" team
riggers played with the enthusiasm lacking in the first
match.
Had it not been for the admission of several fresh State
players at the beginning of the
second half, they possibly
could have won.
Substitution is normally not
allowed in rugby, but somehow State and an unnamed
Clemson player, hobbling on
a cane and sporting an "I
am captain" button, struck
some sort of shady deal before the match and State substituted. Purge trials are to
be held shortly.
This Sunday Clemson hosts
Davidson for a Homecoming
match at 2:00p.m. onthefootball practice field.

Action In Intramurals
SOFTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Math Dept. 10, KDX Eagles 7

IFC CHAMPIONSHIPS
DKA 10, KDX 4 for first place
DPK 11, PKD 8 for third place

MONDAY FOOTBALL
B-8 2, F-3 0 (forfeit)
E-2 13, Daniel 6
DKA Deacs 22, C-8 6
Simpsonville 12, Chi Lambda Gold
6
E-6 Orange 2, Young Hall 0 (forfeit)
D-6 B's 7, Colleton 6

Beau Greens 19, C-6 0
Eastcoasters 6, Alpha Gamma 0
KSN 23, E-3 Oranges 6
Pickens 33, F-4-5 6

TUESDAY FOOTBALL
Spoonville 2, E-6 Purples 0 (forfeit)
GS2's 18, D-3 0
E-5 8, Charleston 0
Cherokee Co. 13, Forestry Club 0
ROTC Cadre 6, C-7 2
White Horse Rd. 13, KDX Raiders
0
KDX Eagles 2, E-3 Purples 0 (forfeit)
SLBI 7, DPK Blues 0
PKD 22, Darlington Co. 0
Greer 27, D-6A 0

Chuck Huntley
Tiger frosh tailback Chuck Huntley is

w„„*i„„ i„.

Cubs Halt Biddie String;
Matthews, Huntley Excel
By RAY SISTARE
Assistant Sports Editor
The Cubs came from behind
in the second half and ended
the USC Biddies win streak
21-13 here Friday afternoon.
The Clemson win ended a nine
game winning streak for the
USC team that had started in
1966.
The Biddies tallied first in
the contest, however, when
quarterback Young tossed a
64-yard scoring pass to Carpenter. Before the score the
game had been a battle of

defense with the Cubs only
long drive being halted by a
fumble.
The Cubs managed two
scores early in the third period
to squelch the Biddie lead.
Bosler tucked in a pass from
quarterback Matthews and
rambled 16 yards for a sixpointer. Seigler split the uprights with the extra point
kick to gain the Cubs a tie.
Defensive work set up the
next Cub score. The Biddies
received the kickoff following
the first Clemson score but
were unable to move the ball.

Tiger Harriers Down Tough
N.C. State Runners 24-31
By CHUCK WIMBERLY
Sports Writer

second with a time of 26:21.0.
Rob Leutwiler of Duke was
third at 26:33.0.

The Clemson cross country
team split an Atlantic Coast
Conference meet with Duke
and South Carolina last Friday and clipped N.C. State by
a score of 24-31 on the next
Monday to improve their season record to four wins
against two losses.
Led by Larry Rush, the harriers zipped past USC 24-34
but fell to Duke by 26-33.
Rush won the event with a
time of 25:55.1 while Carolina's Dave Peddie, third in
the ACC last year, came in

While officially beating N.C.
State, the Tigers bested Georgia 16-41 and toppled the
Gamecocks for the second
time, 25-31. The wins over
Georgia and USC were unofficial, however, and will not
be entered on the record
books.
Larry Rush, a freshman
from Lindenwold, N.J., registered his first loss of the season
as State's Garreth Hayes
slipped past Rush with a time

_, *

of 25:45.0 over the five-mile
course. Rush stated that there
will be another meeting of the
pair at the Conference meet.
Richie Furst, a sophomore
from Nutley, N.J., continued
to show improvement by placing second for the second'
straight meet.
Jason Hill and Don Morgan
have been moved down to
fourth and fifth spots respectively. Wayne Jenkins has
U. S. C. coach Ratieree
sixth place under control while quietly discusses Clemson's
Jay Miller is in seventh posi- 64-yard punt return Friday
tion. Jenkins has been push- during the Clemson-TJ. Si C.
ing to take fifth spot, but Mor- freshman game. The Tigers
gan has held him off so far. won 21-13. Ratieree lost his
argument.

Two Cubs dropped back to
receive the punt but the Biddies covered the punt well and
apparently "downed" it.
A wide-awake Cub safety
picked the ball up and raced
64 yards with ten blockers
leading the way after the Biddies had relaxed thinking the
ball was dead. No whistle had
blown, however. Seigler kicked the conversion to put the
Cubs ahead 14-7.
The Biddies drove downfield for a score in the fourth
quarter. Young sneaked over
the goal line from the two for
the tally. The extra point attempt was wide and the Cubs
hung on to a slim one-point
lead.
The Cubs were not satisfied
with the score and moved in
for a TD after an intercepted
pass. Huntley carried the ball
into paydirt from the two.
Seigler's kick was good once
again.
The win marked the second
in a row for the Cubs. The Biddies won their opener against
Wake Forest and now have a
1-1 record.
An•• estimated' attendance of!
4500 was lower than expected
for the annual game. The
match usually is indicative to
coaches and alumni as to
which school did the best recruiting job of high school
stars.
As in years past, USC fans
and coaches bellowed the fact
that although Clemson won
the game, it was because of
a couple of breaks and not
due to the fact that the Cubs
have a better team.

We Pick 'Em
Clemson (2-2)—Wake Forest (2-3)
Duke (1-3) — Maryland (1-3)
UNC (1-3) — Florida (4-0)
USC (3-1) — Virginia Tech (0-4)
N.C. State (2-3) — Virginia (3-1)
Ga. Tech (2-2) — Auburn (3-1)
Alabama (3-1) — Tennessee (4-0)
Kentucky (2-2) — LSU (4-0)
Notre Dame (3-1) — S. Cal. (4-0)
Syracuse (3-1) — Penn St; (4-0)
UCLA (5-0) — California (3-1)
Vanderbilt (1-3) — Georgia (3-1)
VMI (0-4) — Citadel (3-1)
Wm & Mary (1-3) Davidson (4-0)
Michigan (3-1) — Mich. St. (2-2)

Rhode*
(46-14)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
Va.
Auburn
Term.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich.

Hogue
(48-12)
CLEMSON
Duke

~Fl'a7"
Va. Tech
N.C. St.
Auburn
Term.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich.

RED CIRCLE
INK
ONE OF SOUTH CAROLINA'S
MOST COMPLETE
LIQUOR STORES AND
SHOPS
107 WHITEHALL ROAD
226-8009

Circ
(45-15)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Tenn.
"TSU"
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
"Citadel"
Davidson
Mich. St.

Laiimer
(45-15)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.

USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Tenn.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich. St.

Welborn
(44-16)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Tenn.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich. St.

Holme*
(43-17)^
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Ala.
"LSU"
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
"Citadel"
Davidson
Mich.

McRoyan
(43-17)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Term.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich.

Sistare
(43-17)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Ala.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich.

Thoma
(43-17)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Tenn.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich.

THE MAKERS
ALABAMA WEEKEND
SATURDAY, OCT. 25, 1969
9:00 P.M.-1:00 A.M.
$2.50 COUPLE
NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
TICKETS CAN BE PURCHASED FROM ANY BLOCK 'C CLUB MEMBER
SPONSORED BY BLOCK "C" CLUB

Wimberly
(43-17)
CLEMSON
Duke
Fla.
USC
N.C. St.
Auburn
Tenn.
LSU
S. Cal.
Penn. St.
UCLA
Georgia
Citadel
Davidson
Mich.
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Tigers Host Deacs
In Homecoming Tilt
By LARRY THOMA
Sports Writer
Saturday
the Clemson
Tigers entertain the Demon
Deacons of Wake Forest in
Death Valley at Clemson's annual Homecoming game.
The Tigers will be trying
for their third win against two
losses while the Deacons will
try to even their record at the
3-3 mark.
Wake has one game more
exercise due to their early start
oftheseajon. They own victories over ACC foe N. C. State
and winless Virginia Tech.
Auburn has been the only opponent common to both of
Saturday's gridders. Wake
lost to Auburn 57-0 while
Clemson dropped their game
with Auburn by 51-0.
The Tigers will be trying to
get back on the winning track
after last week's defeat. Clem-

Wake Forest has some fine
athletes who are better than
their record shows. They seem
to suffer from the same ailment that Clemson suffers
from; too many mistakes and
an inability to capitalize on
their scoring opportunities.

son was beaten by a fine Auburn team that capitalized on
every Clemson mistake. The
lopsided score was not a true
indication of Clemson's ability on the football field.
Clemson made many mistakes against Georgia and lost
that one also by a score that
did not give a true picture of
Tiger prowess. Clemson must
stop making these mistakes
and play heads-up football
like it did against Georgia
Tech. The Tigers will then
have a chance to win all the
rest of their games.
Saturday's meeting will be
the thirty-fifth between the Tigers and the Deacons. Clemson
holds a decided edge in games
won, 24 to 9 with one tie.
Last year's 20-20 tie broke a
six - in - a - row winning streak
for the Baron. The Tigers
have blanked the Deacons
eight times.

The Wake offense is guided
by their stellar sophomore,
left-handed quarterback Larry Russell. He is the team's
rushing leader with 301 yards
and has hit on 34 of 72 passes for 265 yards and one
score.
Most of Wake's passing attack is directed at its backs
flaring out of the backfield.
Fullback Ron Jurewicz and
running back Buz Leavitt are
the Deacon's leading receivers.
Running backs Steve Bowden and Jack Dobbin must be
considered threats also. Dobbin is a 9.7 man in the 100-

Gamecocks Take Wolf pack
By LEWIS HOLMES
Sports Writer
In a full slate of action last
week, the Gamecocks of USC
made themselves the primary
contender for the conference
crown.
With South Carolina's 2116 victory over N. C. State,
only USC and Clemson remain in undefeated in ACC
action. Clemson, however,
must pick itself back up
from a 51-0 disaster at the
hands of SEC powerhouse
Auburn.
USC 21
N. C. STATE 16
The lid blew off the kettle
as South Carolina, down 100 late in the third period,
blistered State's gallant Wolfpack for two spontaneous i
scores as the Cocks slipped
by State 21-16- A 72-yard
punt return by sophomore
speedster Jimmie Mitchell was
the decisive tally.
VIRGINIA 28
VMI10
The Cavaliers used ace fullback Gary Helman to smoke
past VMI in the Richmond
Tobacco Bowl. Helman, Virginia's sophomore sensation,
ripped the Keydet defense for
over 150 yards on the ground.
The Cavs now stand with a
respectable 3-1 record.
UNC 10
AIR FORCE 20
The Falcon's senior quarterback Gary Baxter keyed
the second half charge that lifted the Air Force over Bill
Dooley's rugged Tar Heels.
It was close all the way as
UNC dropped its third game
in four starts.
DUKE 27
WAKE FOREST 20
Duke's Leo Hart, ineffective

MARYLAND 9
SYRACUSE 20
Maryland's stubborn Terps
finally succumbed to a strong
band of Orangemen 20-9, but
not before Maryland had surprised Syracuse with a 90yard bomb to sprint star Ronald Merritt. The Terps have a
1-3 record overall with a 1-1
in the ACC.

most of the season, displayed
the form that earned him AllACC honors last season as he
passed the win-starved Blue
Devils past a determined Deacon team. Wake's Larry Russel was brilliant in defeat as
he desperately tried to overtake the Devils. Wake's record drops to 2-3, while Duke
is 1-3.

defense runs a lot of different
stuff."
He declared that the Tigers
are looking at this game as
the beginning of the season
again. "If we forget about
last week, we could still have a
good season. We need all the
support we can get. The fans
should still feel the way they
did after the Tech game."

There can be little said about
what happened to the Clemson
Tigers last Saturday. The past
will have to be forgotten because there are six more
games left, and Wake Forest
is not going to play dead Saturday.
Charlie Waters, an RPA major from North Augusta, commented that there was no excuse for the terrible playing
by the Tigers. "If we had
scored first," he said, "itmight
have been different. We got
some breaks in the first quarter, but we just couldn't take
advantage of them."

All Jim Dorn, an RPA major
from Charleston, had to say
about the Auburn game was
that the Tigers were beaten
because they did not play well.

Waters pointed out that a
good attitude still prevails on
the team and that the Tigers
will not be beaten like that
again.
The senior flanker rated
Wake Forest and Clemson as
teams of about the same calibre. He added that Wake has
good potential.
"We won't change our offense, " Waters stated, "but we
will run straight at them. Their"

About the Deacons, he said,
"Their defense is very aggres;
sive. They stick you and then
keep coming."
The redshirt sophomore tackle revealed that Wake Forest's defensive line is not the
best Clemson has faced, by far
not as good as Auburn's; but
Wake does have quick ends
and strong boys at the tackle
spots.
In conclusion, Dorn stated,
"We are going to play one
helluva game. We are not going to be on our cans like we
were in the Auburn game.
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yard dash. Any one of the
four backs are break-away
threats and can go all the
way on any play.
Split end Fred Angerman
has good speed and is able
to get behind the secondary
while tight end Gary Winrow
is primarily used for blocking purposes.
Wake's offensive line is light
but quick. The line has not
played well as a team so far
this season. They have made
several mistakes which have
cost the Deacons several scoring opportunities.
On defense, the Deacons
have four seniors, five juniors,
and two sophomores. All are
lettermen except the sophomores. Wake uses the same
type defense used by Georgia
and Auburn.
The best Deacon defensive
lineman is Win Headley. At
6'3", 230 pounds, he anchors
the line and provides tough
opposition to backs trying to
run over his position.
The Deacons have three
good backs in their three-deep
secondary. Larry Pons and
Dick Bozoian are the halfbacks and Terry Kuharchek
is the safety. Each is a fine
athlete, but they have been
susceptible to the long bomb.
Clemson should be able to
handle the Deacons Saturday
and use that opportunity to
develop their potential and
iron out their mistakes.

Shellshocked Tigers Try
To Forget Auburn Game
By JULE WELBORN
Sports Writer

THE TIGER

We are going to win this game
and we are going to keep right
on winning them afterwards."

—Hasslinger

The Ark- Before And After
The Sailing Club's newly-acquired life boat, affectionately dubbed "The Ark," is shown (left) .shortly after it
arrived at Clemson via truck and (right) as it appeared

after sandblasting and painting. The Ark will be launched
some time in November to be used to ferry sailors back
and forth from their boats.

Sailing Club Rebuilds Boat
To Serve At Sailing Meets
By TIMSHULL
Special to The Tiger
The Clemson Sailing Club
was idle last weekend, but
journeys to Davidson for a
South Atlantic Intercollegiate
Sailing Association (SAISA)
meet this weekend.
Members of the club have
been very busy in preparation
for the SAISA Fall Championship meet to be held here in
November. The date is Nov.
22, and present plans call for
a two-day meet to be held
Saturday and concluded Sunday. Paramount in preparations is having the Ark ready
for use as a committee boat
during that weekend. Some 35
people were out last weekend.
The "ARK", so dubbed by

members of the sailing club, is
a 26' 8" life boat off the now
defunct S. C. Argentina. It is
made of steel plate and has a
rating of 38 people.
A group of six life boats
was sold last winter in Greenville. The Ark was subsequently purchased from Bernard
Popham, a resident of Newry.
It was hauled by truck to
Clemson and was really a
sight to behold.
Because of the size of the
Ark, members of the club had
a great deal of trouble getting
the boat off the truck. Once off
the truck, they then had trouble getting the "beast" up on
shore. When the job was finally finished, the Ark looked
like a helpless, stranded
whale.

Since the purchase, about
March 1st, the Ark has been
the butt of many a joke. It
has even been suggested
(Blasphemy!) that it was a
mistake to have brought her.
That seems to be all untrue
now.
Members of the sailing club
remained over thespringholidays and amid oyster roasts
and other activities managed
to get some work done. The
club acquired a 1954 Ford
six cylinder engine from the
basement of Riggs Hall and
proceeded to mount it in the
Ark. They have painted the
boat, after sandblasting the
old paint and rust off it and
it is beginning to look like
a regular member of the fleet.
The club is about ready to

launch the Ark, and even
name it. It looks like the nickname may stick though, as
through all the trials and tribulations the boat has really
been paralleled to the proverbial boat from which it
derives its name.
Although the Ark still looks
like a stranded whale on the
shore, it is beginning to look
like a boat. Launch date is
set for some time in November. The Sailing Club plans to,
use it to ferry sailers back
and forth from their boats
and it will release the club
from the area surrounding
the Y-Beach where the raft
is used for this purpose. The
races can now be held out in
the open of Lake Hartwell
and a much more demanding
course laid out.

Don Kelly, a pre-dentistry
major from Greenville, is glad
the Auburn game is over. He
admitted that the Tigers did
not play well and related,
"They got a couple of quick
touchdowns that put us in a
hole we couldn't get out of."
"We have got to win this
one to stay in the race for the
ACC," he concluded. "Wake
will come down here after our
heads, so we will have to be
up for them."
Fred Milton, a junior zoology major from Lake City,
Fla., stated, "The Auburn
game is over and we might
as well forget it. They were
good, but not that good. We
played terribly."
In conclusion the tackle declared, "It will take at least
as good a game as we played
against Tech without any defensive mistakes, a 100 per
cent unified effort on every
play by every man on the
field."

CEILING
AND
VISIBILITY
UNLIMITED

70 Nova
MARK OF EXCELLENCE

;#-■-'-•*>&&&:

At Pratt & Whitney Aircraft "ceiling and visibility unlimited"
is not just an expression. For example, the President of our
parent corporation joined P&WA only two years after receiving an engineering degree. The preceding President, now
Chairman, never worked for any other company. The current
President of P&WA started in our engineering department
as an experimental engineer and moved up to his present
position. In fact, the majority of our senior officers all have
one thing in common — degrees in an engineering or
scientific field.
To insure CAVU*, we select our engineers and scientists
carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid,
graduate education opportunities. Encourage them to push
into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them
reaching for a little bit more responsibility than they can
manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.

filling

Your degree can be a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D.'ip: MECHANICAL •
AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL • CIVIL •
MARINE • INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING • PHYSICS • CHEM
ISTRY • METALLURGY • MATERIALS SCIENCE • CERAM
ICS • MATHEMATICS • STATISTICS • COMPUTER SCI
ENCE* ENGINEERING SCIENCE* ENGINEERING MECHANICS
Consult your college placement officer - or write Mr
William L. Stoner, Engineering Department, Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

CAVU* might also mean full utilization of your technical skills
through a wide range of challenging programs which include jet
engines for the newest military and commercial aircraft, gas
turbines for industrial and marine use, rocket engines for space
programs, fuel cells for space vehicles and terrestrial uses, and
other advanced systems.

More filling

This not-too-small car is big enough for you and
your friends. And your luggage.
Yet, this same not-too-large car is small enough
for a budget. Even a frugal one.
You have three standard engine choices. Four.
Six. Or V8. Depends on how thrifty you want" to be.

Nova comes one of two ways: Coupe or Sedan.
From there, your Chevrolet dealer can help you
put together any kind of Nova you want.
But plan on more friends.
-—JBB—»
And fewer fuel stops.
JSS^ffSF
Putting you first, keeps us first.
On The Move.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

u

D.VISION OF UNITED AmCRAFT CORPORATE

R

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Central Dance Association Presents-

Tickets
On Sale
On The Loggia
Or Write
Central Dance
Association,
Glemson University

$5.00 Per
Person

Season Tickets
50% Discount

On Oct. 25

In Concert
DOORS OPEN AT 6:00 P. M. - CONCERT BEGINS AT 8:00 P. M.

Homecoming '69
FRIDAY NIGHT, OCT. 17

SATURDAY NIGHT, OCT. 18

BLANKET CONCERT
IN LITTLEJOHN
COLISEUM

SMOKEY ROBINSON
9:00-11:30 P.M.
$3.50 PER PERSON

FOUR TOPS
8:30 -10:30 P. M.
$4.00 PER PERSON

CAMPUS NEWS

Clemson Group
Hosts Architect

Miss CU Entries Set
MISS CLEMSON
All entry blanks from contestants for the Miss Clemson
Pageant must be received by
Oct. 20. The pageant will be
held Oct. 29 with student body
voting scheduled for Oct. 30.
The winner will be crowned
during pre-game festivities at
the Clemson-Maryland football game on Nov. 1. Entries
will be judged on a basis of
beauty and personality. Approximately 25 coeds have entered thus far.
RUGBY MATCH
Clemson's Rugby Football
Club will host Davidson in
their Homecoming match
Sunday at 2 p.m. on the football practice field. Students
and their dates are especially
welcomed. No admission will
be charged.
PRELAW SOCIETY
The Pre-Law Society will
meet Oct. 22 in Room One,
eighth level of the Student
Center at 8 p.m. All students
who missed the first meeting
are still urged to join the society. The meeting will discuss school trips and planning for a Law convention
next semester.
SENIORS
All seniors who will graduate in Dec. can place their
order for invitations and place
their deposit on caps and
gowns from now until Oct.
20 in the book store.

YOUNG REPUBLICANS
The Clemson Young Republicans will meet Tuesday night
at 7 p.m. in room 1 Kinard
Laboratory. Several projects
will be discussed including the
Vietnam Mail Call. Also on
the agenda are discussions
of work with the S.C. Literacy
Association. All interested
members are urged to attend.
FIP NEWS
Air Force cadets Thomas
C. Moss Jr., James L. Faulkenberry, William W. Cooper
Jr., Donald A. Newton, John
H. Johnson, and Washington
R. Keels III have successfully soloed the Cessna 150 aircraft while participating in the
Flight Instruction Program
here at Clemson.
The cadets fly at ClemsonOconee Airport under the auspices of Garrison Aviation Inc.
This Air Force sponsored
program consists of a total of
35 hours of flying time, and is
for those cadets who hope to
become pilots.
Upon graduation in May
1970, these cadets will enter
the Air Force as commissioned officers.
THE GRAND DESIGN
"The Grand Design," an exhibition detailing the historical development of the Urban
and architectural layout of
Washington, D. C, will be on
display in the Lee Hall Gallery
Oct. 11-Nov. 7.
The display is open to the
public.

CLOTH FOR SIGNS
All persons interested in obtaining cloth material to make
signs for Homecoming are
asked to contact Tommy
Cobb of the Central Spirit
Committee.

The-low cost way
to get into
fine photography!

ASSOCIATED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
The A.G.C. will sponsor a
field trip to the Keowee-Toxaway project Oct. 27. Anyone
interested may contact Torre
Lippi at 654-4472. A tour of
the visitors center and the construction site will be available.
Excused absenses from class
may be obtained.
NROTC OPENINGS
The Naval Reserve Training Center in Greenville will
have openings for the Reserve
Officers Candidate Program.
If you are between 17 and
27'/2 years old and a rising
junior you may qualify. For
further information see Dr.
J. L. Von Rosenberg in Brackett Hall.
ORDER OF ATHENA
The Order of Athena, women's counterpart of Blue Key,
will hold its annual "tapping"
ceremony for new members on
Wednesday night.
All qualified seniors should
be present.
DELTA SIGMA NU
There will be a meeting of
Delta Sigma Nu in room 101
of the physics building Tuesday at 7:30 p.m.
A movie will be shown and
plans for the Atlanta trip will
be formulated.
BAR-B-QUE
The Clemson Horticultural
Club will have a Bar-B-Que
at the "Y" Barn at 7:30 p.m.
on Tuesday.
All members and their guest
are invited.
GLEE CLUB DROP-IN
The Clemson Glee Clubs will
hold a Homecoming Alumni

Drop-in immediately following the Clemson-Wake Forest
game in the basement lounge
of Lever Hall.
All Glee Club Alumni are
cordially invited.

By JACK LYNCH
Staff Writer

CAR WASH
The Clemson Glee Clubs will
sponsor a car wash in the 9th
dorm parking lot from 2-6
p.m. Friday.
The price of a car washing
job is $1.
CHARTER DISTRIBUTION
Charters for student organizations will be distributed in
The Student Government
Room at 8 p.m. Wednesday.
Any officer of an organization may pick up the organization's charter.
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM
A complete campus-wide fire
alarm system is currently being installed.
Chief of Security Jack
Weeden said that the system
will consist mainly of two
panels, one in the Campus
security station, with lights
indicating in which building
the fire is taking place and the
other in each building, showing the floor on which the fire
occurs.
Weeden also said that following completion of the new
system, drills will be conducted to familiarize students and
faculty with the use of the
new alarm boxes.
The original estimate of the
cost of the system, in 1963 was
$38,000. However, this figure
has been revised upward several times since 1963 to include the buildings erected on
campus since that time.
The system is expected to be
completed by January 1970.

Millard Farrar. chairman of the Clemson community
United Fund drive, slands on the Loggia with a pretty coed
volunteer. According to campus chairman John Tucker,
over $340 has been collected on campus.

United Fund
Total At $15,400
By BOB THOMPSON
Staff Writer
The Clemson Community
United Fund campaign had
collected $15,400 Monday,
or 69 per cent of its goal of
$22,400, according to Millard
B. Farrar, Clemson chairman
of the fund drive.
Farrar added that collections will be made until the
goal is met.
Farrar said that facts about
the fund and pledge cards were
mailed to the Clemson community during the week of
Sept. 15. The literature reach-

ed approximately 2,000 persons.
Any person who did not receive the material through the
mail, Farrar suggested,
should mail their donation
directly to the Clemsom Community United Fund, P. O.
Box 111, Clemson.
In addition to the regular
downtown project, Alpha Phi
Omega started a collection of
donations on the campus.
APO pledge John Tucker,
in charge of conducting the
campus drive, reported that
$340 had been collected in the
dormitories through Monday
night.

BARNETT MUSIC CENTER

"One day it will be possible
to build domes over towns
and cities for protection from
the elements; domes which
could reach the proportions
of 20 miles in diameter and
25,000 feet high. The possibilities for such a project are
endless."
So stated Ambrose Richardson, a fellow of the American
Institute of Architects and designer of the Indiannapolis
Art Museum, at a meeting,
Monday night, of the Clemson
chapter of the AIA.
Richardson addressed the
assembled group of approximately 85 persons on his ideas
and experiences in architecture. He initiated his speech
by outlining his background
in the architectural field.
Richardson said that his
father had been opposed to
his entering the architectural
field. However, Richardson
managed to overcome his
father's opposition and enter-

WAVY
HAGSTROM
MARTIN
MATOTKUIW
RICKENBACKER
FARFISA ORGANS

"Great Bank Robbery"
IN COLOR
Special Late Show 10:30
Fri. & Sat. - Oct. 17-18
ELI WALLACH
TERENCE HILL
In

T-SHIRTS
AND
PENNANTS

JUDGE KELLER
Downtown Clemson

i
HOWARD S

own ton'

IN COLOR

REX HARRISON RICHARD BURTON
m the Stanley Donen Production

"STAIRCASE"
QrV

COME TO SEE US
WHILE YOU ARE

"BABY LOVE"

HERE

(R)—Rating In Color

Clemson Exit

Clemson Theatre

THE PERFECT THOUGHT -

Photographic Dealer
Over 58 years

On 123

AFTER A TIGER VICTORY,

A BONANZA STEAK

PANT'S CAMERA SHOP
INC..

AT YOUR

On The Square

WE HAVE JUST
ONE WORD FOR
ENGINEERING
GRADUATES.

BONANZA SIRLOIN PIT

Anderson, S. C. 29621

1303 N. Murray Ave.
ANDERSON

105 E. Whitner St.
Phone 244-0707

110 Tribble Street
Anderson, S. C

SWEAT SHIRTS

"ACE HIGH"

Tues. & Wed. - Oct. 21-22
ANN LYNN
KEITH BARROW
LINDA HAYDEN
In

Hla

RUDY'S LIQUOR STORE
AND PARTY SHOP

CLEMSON

Sun. & Mon. • Oct. 19-20

GIBSON
VOX
GRETSCH

Honeywell Pentax

Pepsi-Cola
and Tigers
Pour If On

ed the School of Architecture
at the University of Chicago.
Concerning contemporary
architecture, he noted that designs today are "more sculptural than rational." He explained that the essential design idea ("thebigidea")must
be present before any styling
can be done.
Richardson showed slides'
of case histories of projects
done by his firm, Richardson, Severns, Scheeler, and
Associates.

Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. • Oct. 18-18
CLINT WALKER
KIM NOVAK
ZERO MOSTEL

PANAV>10N* COLOR By Ot..■■■ fflj

Trim and compact,
the budget-priced
Hla features a
razor-sharp SuperTakumar f/2 lens, fully automatic diaphragm, and shutter speeds to 1 /500
sec. It has many features found on
more expensive Pentax models, and
it accepts all the interchangeable
Takumar lenses, yet the Hla can be
yours for just $159.50 -the easiest
way we know of to move up to fine
photography. Come in and see it soon!
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L C. MARTIN
DRUG COMPANY

Opportunity.

YOUR

Ph. 2261991
Everyfhinr. for the Party

exalt
STORE

&

1c SALE
Now In Progress!

IMPORTED
AND
DOMESTIC

Downtown Clemson

BEERS

BUY A PIZZA
And Get Your Free
Bierstube Coins,
Which Are Good
For A Free Draft!
Oct. 27-30
and
Nov. 2-6
WHILE THEY LAST)

Knits come on strong
'ANDOVER' PUT-ONS FOR THE MAN WITH LEISURE ON HIS MIND
Superb yarns, expert workmanship plus a whopper ot a color selection, and priced at far less
than you might expect. Knits are no longer a trend-they're a way of life! Sizes S, M. L, XL.
SWEATERS Of 100% PERUVIAN ALPACA
golfer's cardigan, $18
pullover, $16

BAN-LON* NYLON SWEATER SHIRTS
long sleeve, 8.00 short sleeve, 6.50

Opportunity to become deeply
involved in earth's last frontier, the ocean.
Opportunity to apply all your abilities to
a wide range of challenging assignments in
shipbuilding, nuclear propulsion, nuclear power
generation, and heavy industrial equipment.
Opportunity for advanced degree or
research work with leading research centers
and universities.
And opportunity to enjoy one of the
country's most pleasant living and vacation
areas.
Find out about immediate career opportunities for
Mechanical Engineers Naval Architects
Electrical Engineers
Nuclear Engineers
Marine Engineers
Civil Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Metallurgical Engineers
See our representative on Wednesday, 10/29
He'll be interviewing at the Placement
Office and will answer your questions about:
THE OPPORTUNITY COMPANY

291
By-Pass
At
Mauldin Road
Greenville

In Anderson: Downtown, First Floor — Also Belvedere Plaza

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING
AND DRY DOCK COMPANY
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA 23607

A MAJOR COMPONENT OF XmiNEC0/| TENNECO INC-

Qaffant

An equal opportunity employer. U. S. Citizenship requirec}.

NANCY MOSELEY
Kappa Delta Chi

JEAN HUTTO
Glee Club

SANDRA JEAN PIAZZA
Pershing Rifles

LINDA PITTS
Alpha Phi Omega

MARTHA WARE
Delta Kappa Alpha

SUSAN SCHUMACHER
Rugby Club

SUSAN GORDON
Pbi Kappa Delta

GAIL CLARKSON
Sigma Alpha Zeta

LINDA JEAN TAYLOR
Student Government

1969 Homecoming Queen Contestants

MARIAN LANGFORD
IEEE Club

N. CINDY NELSON
Delta Phi Kappa

PATSY HILL
Clemson University 4-H Club

CONNIE SEABORN
Pickens County Clemson Club

JUDI NICKS
Sigma Tau Epsilon

JSAN ELAINE BEI
Chester County Club

j^tiKKBk

JANE ELLEN BARTLES
Omicron Zeta Tau

JANIS L. MARX
Sigma Kappa Epsilon

CYNTHIA GAIL KNEECE
Scabbard & Blade

DEBRA ANN GILSOf
Beta Sigma Chi

JBY KOSSL
Arnold Air Society

JUDY GIBBONS
Numeral Society

KAY KNOY
Gamma Beta Phi

MARGARET ALDEI
Kappa Sigma Nu

PAM WOOD
Delta Theta Chi

HE FOWLER
American Dairy Science Asso.

CHARLENE M. TIMMS
Pre-Vet Club

BARBARA R. PARRIS
YMCA

